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Since the Uruguay Round Agreement on Agriculture (URAA) in 1994, global competition in 

Korean agricultural markets has significantly increased.  The objective of this dissertation is 

to identify the effects of trade liberalization on productivity and pricing in the Korean rice 

market (Essay 1 and 2) and on the entire agricultural sector (Essay 3). 

Rice is the major agricultural commodity in Korean agriculture with Rice Processing 

Complexes (RPC), i.e. agricultural cooperatives, playing a major role in the rice processing 

industry.  Essays 1 and 2 examine RPCs adjustment to the increasingly competitive market 

environment.  The first essay draws on the emerging heterogeneous-firms trade model to 

test the hypothesis that trade liberalization forces least productivity firms to exit (extensive 

margin) and encourages reallocation of resources and market share to high productivity firms 

(intensive margin) within an industry.  The above churning results in an increase in the 

average productivity of the industry.  Results from using plant-level RPC data from 2002-

2008 to test the above hypothesis show that international competition via increases in rice 

import (Minimum Market Access) has the largest effect on RPCs’ productivity.  In particular, 

greater competition shifts the left tail of the productivity distribution to the right, increasing 

the median productivity of the Korean rice processing industry.  Thus, the above findings 

suggest that RPCs, often considered to be quasi-public firms shielded from competition, face 

significant adjustment following trade liberalization. 



 

Economic theory suggests that a key input, i.e. raw product that farmer-members 

deliver, is treated as given in marketing cooperatives’ optimization, unlike in the case of 

profit maximizing firms.  Thus, only if cooperatives minimize the cost of conventional 

inputs (labor and capital) cost and additionally, set the price of the raw product optimally, 

their production is efficient.  Essay 2 examines RPCs’ pricing efficiency, based on the above 

theory, by incorporating farmers’ supply function of raw product (rice) into hypothesized 

RPCs’ optimization framework.  Results show that only large RPCs’ pricing and thus, 

production is efficient.  For small and medium RPCs, processing size, i.e. realizing 

economies of scale, is important for their efficiency.  The latter finding suggests merger of 

neighboring small and medium RPCs to both expand supply of raw rice and lower processing 

costs.  In fact, results show that post-merger RPCs have attained pricing efficiency similar to 

large RPCs.  Since 2002, about 20 percent of Korean RPCs have merged adjusting to the 

competitive market and improving pricing efficiency and overall productivity. 

In the third essay, the effects of agricultural openness on aggregate agricultural 

productivity and farmers’ welfare in Korea are examined.  Results indicate that the openness 

significantly improves agricultural productivity, with a marked increase following URAA.  

However, in real terms, farm products’ price and net farm business income have declined 

after trade liberalization.  The findings show that agricultural trade liberalization has greatly 

benefitted Korean consumers, but the net impact on farmers’ welfare from productivity 

growth, real price decline and transfer payments is less clear. 

The three essays show that Korean agriculture has been adjusting to the increasingly 

competitive environment in primary and processing sectors, contributing to overall gains for 

the Korean economy.  Encouraging resource reallocation towards more competitive 

segments of Korean agriculture along with targeted transfer payments to revitalize losers 

from trade are needed to continue to realize and share gains from trade. 
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THREE ESAAYS ON TRADE LIBERALIZATION AND 

KOREAN AGRICULTURE 

 

CHAPTER ONE 

 

Introduction and Overview 

 

Agriculture remains the major occupation for over 50 percent of the world’s population 

despite industrialization and advances in information technology.  Although agriculture’s 

relative importance, e.g. share of gross domestic product (GDP), has declined in high-income 

countries, it has been credited with significant contributions to economic development.  For 

instance, growth of agricultural productivity has been instrumental in lowering food share of 

household expenditures in the history of several high-income countries.  The resulting 

savings increased demand for industrial goods and services leading to further economic 

growth and development (Gopinath and Roe 1997, Huffman and Evenson 2006, Huffman 

2009).  Hence, agriculture enjoys substantial support through domestic and trade policies in 

high-income countries.  In the case of developing and middle-income countries, agriculture 

continues to play a key role in economic growth and development.  It remains the major 

source of income for more than 50 percent of several developing countries’ population, e.g. 

China and India.  Moreover, the productivity of agriculture has been critical in feeding 

billions of people in many developing countries.  Not surprisingly, agriculture in developing 

countries has been supported by trade policies to protect the livelihood of billions of rural 

people and food security of fast-growing urban population. 

The special status of agriculture in high-income and developing countries has kept it 

outside of multilateral trade reform, through General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), 

for most of the twentieth century (Josling, Tangermann, and Warley 1996).  It was the 
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Uruguay (eighth) Round of multilateral trade negotiations that brought overall disciplines on 

agricultural support in the form of market access, export subsidies and domestic support 

(Hathaway and Ingco 1996, Hertel et al. 2000).  The establishment of the World Trade 

Organization (WTO), following the Marrakesh Agreement concluding the Uruguay Round, 

paved the way for countries to report agricultural support and assess opportunities for further 

agricultural trade reform (e.g. the current Doha Development Round of WTO negotiations). 

In spite of advantages touted by economists, free trade in agriculture remains an elusive 

goal.  In particular, developing countries are concerned about consequences of free trade in 

agriculture such as sectoral and spatial income inequalities, structural adjustment and 

unemployment, and food security defined often as self-sufficiency.  These concerns appear 

not to be adequately countered by increases in productivity and investment opportunities and 

broader gains to consumers following free trade.   

The objective of this dissertation is to examine the effects of agricultural trade 

liberalization on growth with emphasis on Korean consumers’ and agricultural producers’ 

welfare.  In about four decades, Korea has transitioned itself from an underdeveloped to a 

middle-income economy.  It is the fourth largest economy in Asia with a per capita income 

of $17,078 in 2009.  During 1970-2009, GDP growth, in current prices, averaged 12.6 

percent per year (Bank of Korea).  International trade has been at the core of the remarkable 

expansion of the Korean economy.  Between 1970 and 2009, trade (import plus export) share 

of GDP has increased from 35 to 82 percent (Korea Customs Service, Bank of Korea).  The 

Korean agricultural sector, however, has seen its share of GDP decrease from 29 to 2.6 

percent during the last four decades (Bank of Korea).  Moreover, Korea has become a large 

and net importer of agricultural products.  Since 1994, import of agricultural products has 

nearly tripled with the trade deficit widening from $5.7 billion to $11 billion.   

Following the Uruguay Round Agreement on Agriculture (URAA), Korea converted all 
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import restrictions on agricultural products, except rice, into tariffs.  Since Korea is treated 

as a developing country in URAA, it has been required to reduce tariffs on agricultural 

products by 24 percent, on average, over ten years (1995-2004).  In the case of rice, the 

major agricultural commodity of Korean agriculture, minimum market access (MMA) 

provisions have been imposed instead of the tariffication.
1
  Korea has been increasing rice 

imports via MMA from 1 percent in 1995 to 4 percent in 2004, based on the average domestic 

consumption during 1988-1990.  Additional negotiation with WTO in 2004 has led Korea to 

increase the MMA from 4 percent in 2005 to 8 percent in 2014, based again on 1988-1990 

consumption.  In terms of implementation, MMA acts like an import quota, where an in-

quota tariff of 5 percent is applied (Policy materials, Ministry for Food, Agriculture, Forestry 

and Fisheries. Korea).  These changes have profound implications for the rice sector as well 

as the broader agricultural economy of Korea. 

The three essays in this dissertation examine the effects of trade liberalization on 

Korean agriculture.  Essay 1 (chapter 2) and 2 (chapter 3) examine the rice processing 

sector’s production and pricing efficiency under an increasingly competitive market 

environment.  Essay 3 (chapter 4) extends scope of the research from the rice market to the 

entire agricultural sector by analyzing the effects of trade openness on agricultural 

productivity and drawing their implications for Korean consumers’ and farmers’ welfare. 

In an influential article Melitz (2003) showed that international competition forces least 

productivity firms to exit and encourages reallocation of resources and market share to high 

productivity firms, increasing average productivity in a given industry.  Melitz’s (2003) 

framework serves as the backdrop for the first essay analyzing heterogeneous rice processing 

complexes’ (RPCs) response to trade liberalization in the Korean rice processing industry.  

Korean RPCs indeed provide an interesting case since they are often considered to be quasi-

                                                           
1
 Rice is the most important crop in the Korean agricultural sector.  About 47 percent of national farm business 

income comes from rice farming in 2008. 
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public firms shielded from competitive pressures.  Thus, Essay 1, “Minimum Market Access 

and Quasi-Public Firms’ Performance: Evidence from Korean Rice Processing Industry,” 

focuses on whether or not trade liberalization affects firms in the quasi-public sector.  For 

this purpose, this essay employs plant-level data on quasi-public firms, i.e. RPCs 

cooperatively owned by farmers, to test the competition effects on productivity in the Korean 

rice processing industry for 2002-2008.  Total factor productivity (TFP) is measured from 

the estimation of a plant-level production function controlling for possible impacts of 

regional characteristics on production and productivity (Henderson 2003, Rosenthal and 

Strange 2004).  Simultaneity between input choices and productivity is corrected using an 

appropriate material-input proxy (Olley and Pakes 1996, Pavcnik 2002, Levinsohn and Petrin 

2003, Saito and Gopinath 2009).  RPCs’ productivity distribution in each region is 

approximated by kernel density procedures and alternative percentiles (10
th

, 50
th

, and 90
th

) of 

the distribution are computed.  Each percentile of the regional productivity is then specified 

as a function of international (MMA) and domestic (decline of rice consumption) competition 

indicators, while controlling for agglomeration, policy regime, and other control variables.  

Results of the quantile regression suggest that international competition, via increase in 

MMA, has the largest effect on the RPCs’ productivity, especially at the left-tail (10
th

 

percentile) of the productivity distribution.  This finding is consistent with the 

heterogeneous-firms trade model, implying trade liberalization affects even the quasi-public 

sector with resource reallocation in favor of high productivity firms.  Resource reallocation 

of RPCs has possibly been achieved through mergers because almost 20 percent of the RPCs 

have merged with neighboring high productivity counterparts in recent years. 

Essay 2, “Cooperative Pricing Efficiency: The Case of Korean Rice Processing 

Complexes,” examines RPCs’ production efficiency in a different angle.  The cooperative is 

a business firm owned by users of the firm’s service, while the investor-owned firm (IOF), an 
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alternative to the cooperative, is owned by those who have invested capital but not 

necessarily use the firm’s service.  Agricultural marketing cooperatives such as RPCs have 

several alternative objectives and equilibria, unlike IOF with a single objective of profit 

maximization (Helmberger and Hoos 1962, LeVay 1983a, Sexton et al. 1989, Buccola 1994). 

Based on the economic theory of cooperatives, this essay examines RPCs’ equilibrium and 

the accompanying pricing and production efficiency.  For this analysis, RPCs’ net revenue 

function and farmers’ cost function are estimated by using plant (RPC)-level production and 

provincial rice-farming cost data for 2002-2008, respectively.  Then, RPCs’ equilibrium is 

examined by incorporating farmers’ supply function of raw rice into RPCs’ optimization 

framework.  Results indicate that only the large RPCs’ pricing and production are efficient.  

The small and medium RPCs exhibit significant economies of scale in their production so 

that processing size is important for their efficiency.  These results suggest merger of 

neighboring small and medium RPCs to both expand supply of raw rice and lower processing 

costs.  In fact, this essay finds that post-merger RPCs have attained pricing efficiency 

similar to that of large RPCs. 

Along with the implementation of URAA, Korea has made significant investments in 

farmland consolidation, and improvement of agricultural technology, infrastructure and 

marketing system.  However, outcomes of the overall agricultural sector in the last two 

decades present a mixed picture on welfare consequences of URAA.  For instance, real farm 

products’ price and net farm business income have decreased since 1994, coinciding with 

multilateral trade reforms.  In this regard, Essay 3: “Trade Liberalization, Growth, and 

Welfare in Korean Agriculture” examines how agricultural openness has affected Korean 

agricultural productivity and provides insights into Korean consumers’ and farmers’ welfare.  

Total factor productivity (TFP) in Korean agriculture is measured from the estimation of an 

aggregate production function using least-squares and stochastic frontier models (Aigner, 
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Lovell, and Schmidt 1977, Meeusen and van den Broeck 1977, Battese and Coelli 1995, 

Harrigan 1999, Kumbhakar and Lovell 2000, Greene 2005).  Results indicate that 

productivity growth (1.5 percent, on annual average) has been led by technological change 

rather than technical efficiency change during 1970-2009.  Then, the productivity effect of 

agricultural openness, measured as agricultural trade relative to agricultural GDP, is estimated 

(Coe and Helpman 1995, Ades and Glaeser 1999, Miller and Upadhyay 2000, Amiti and 

Konings 2007).  For this, productivity is assumed to be a function of the openness and other 

technology-changing variables including research and extension (Capalbo and Antle 1988, 

Fulginiti and Perrin 1993, Gopinath and Roe 1997, Huffman and Evenson 2006, Huffman 

2009, Evenson and Fuglie 2010, Rada, Buccola, and Fuglie 2010, Kwon 2010).  Results 

show that agricultural openness has significantly improved productivity.  Moreover, 

productivity growth and elasticity with respect to openness are larger after rather than before 

URAA.  Clearly, Korean consumers have greatly benefitted from agricultural trade 

liberalization since the above post-URAA productivity growth is accompanied by a decline in 

farm products’ real price (1.88 percent per year).  Farmers’ welfare involves a tradeoff 

between gains in productivity and losses from real price decline, but in the presence of 

transfer payments (nearly $10 billion a year since 1994) and diversification of food 

consumption away from staples. 

The three essays show that Korean agriculture has been adjusting to the increasingly 

competitive environment in the farm sector (private and quasi-public components) and 

contributing to overall gains from trade in the Korean economy.  Trade liberalization has 

been a boon to Korean consumers, while future research should focus on its net impact on 

farmers’ welfare.  Encouraging resource reallocation towards more competitive segments of 

Korean agriculture along with targeted transfer payments to revitalize losers from trade are 

needed to continue to realize and share gains from trade.  
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CHAPTER TWO 

 

Minimum Market Access and Quasi-Public Firms’ Performance: 

Evidence from Korean Rice Processing Industry 

 

2. 1. Introduction 

Rice is the major commodity in Korea from consumer and agricultural producer viewpoints.  

It is the staple food in Korean consumption and rice farming is the primary source of farmers’ 

income.  For instance, rice accounts for 54 percent of the food grain expenditures of urban 

households in 2007 (Korea National Statistics Office).  Rice farming accounts for about 60 

percent of Korea’s total farming land, 70 percent of farm households, and 47 percent of farm-

business income in 2008 (Policy materials, Ministry for Food, Agriculture, Forestry and 

Fisheries, Government of Korea). 

Since the Uruguay Round Agreement on Agriculture (URAA) in 1994, the Korean rice 

market has witnessed significant changes in domestic support and market access policies 

(Sumner and Lee 2000).
2
  For example, Korea has considerably reduced domestic (price) 

support for rice through a government purchase program, which accounted for about 90 

percent of total Aggregate Measurement of Support (AMS) reported to the World Trade 

Organization.
3
  Government purchases have declined from 1.4 million ton in 1995 to 0.7 

million ton in 2004 and finally in 2005 the program, in operation for over 50 years, has been 

                                                           
2
 The World Trade Organization classifies agricultural support under three pillars: domestic support, market 

access and export subsidies (The Legal Text, Uruguay Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations, World Trade 

Organization, 1994). 

 
3
 Total AMS is the sum of all domestic support provided to agricultural producers.  Domestic support 

provisions of the URAA include 20% (13.3%) reduction in the total AMS for developed (developing) countries 

for 1995-2000 (1995-2004) (The Legal Text, Uruguay Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations, World Trade 

Organization, 1994). 
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eliminated (Policy materials, Ministry for Food, Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, 

Government of Korea).
4
  Instead, a more market-oriented policy blending a target price with 

direct payments has been introduced to support farmers’ income since 2005.
5
   

Furthermore, Korean rice import volume has gradually increased since 1995 because of 

URAA’s Minimum Market Access (MMA) provisions (Appendix Table 2.A.1).  Following 

URAA, Korea has increased rice imports via MMA from 1 percent of average consumption 

during 1988-90 in 1995 to 4 percent in 2004.  Additional negotiation with WTO in 2004 has 

led Korea to increase MMA from 4 percent in 2005 to 8 percent in 2014, again based on 

1988-1990 consumption.  In terms of implementation, MMA acts like an import quota, 

where an in-quota tariff of 5 percent is applied.  Until 2004, the imported (unpolished brown) 

rice has been released to the secondary market only for processing, e.g. rice cake and noodle.  

However, renegotiation in 2004 required that imported rice be sold directly to consumers as 

polished rice and the share of direct consumer sales increases from 10 to 30 percent of MMA 

for 2005-2014 (Policy materials, Ministry for Food, Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, 

Government of Korea).
6
 

Compounding the effects of policy changes, consumers’ rice intake has decreased as 

food consumption pattern is diversified towards meats, fruits and vegetables (Appendix Table 

2.A.1).  The rate of decline in rice consumption is faster than that in production, making the 

domestic rice market more competitive in recent years.  For example, quantity of domestic 

polished rice supplied and demanded is estimated to be 4.8 million and 3.7 million tons, 

                                                           
4
 The price support program has been implemented by Congressional approval of the purchase price and 

quantity each year. 

 
5
 The Korean government pays farmers a fixed (decoupled) direct payment based on 1998-2000 rice-cultivation 

area regardless of market price changes.  If the market price falls below the target price, a variable direct 

payment is applicable.  In the latter case, government subsidizes as much as 85 percent of the difference 

between market and target prices, after subtracting from the target price the fixed direct payment on a per unit 

basis.  See Goodwin and Mishra (2006) for a definition of decoupled payments and their production effects. 

 
6
 Until 2004, only unpolished (brown) rice had been imported, but from 2005, the polished rice is allowed to 

import for direct sales to consumers in primary market. 
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respectively, in 2008 (Korea National Statistics Office). 

The above competitive changes in the Korean rice market are expected to impact 

market prices altering producers’ and processors’ profit, and consumers’ welfare (Appendix 

Figure 2.A.1).  In particular, rice imported via MMA is anticipated to affect the primary as 

well as secondary markets.  Since the price of imported rice is much lower than domestic 

rice, demand for the latter in the secondary market is likely to decrease.
7
  Moreover, the 

secondary market is not large enough for full absorption of the imported rice.  Hence, 

increases in MMA have gone into government reserves affecting not only the costs of public 

storage but also rice purchasing from farmers for public food security purposes.
8
  Finally, 

since 2005, MMA requirements of direct sales to consumers via retail market lead to a direct 

competition, albeit limited, between imported and domestic rice. 

The objective of this study is to examine the effects of international and domestic 

competition on the production efficiency of Korean rice processing (milling) industry.  For 

this purpose, I draw on the emerging heterogeneous firms trade model (Bernard and Jensen, 

1995, Bernard et al. 2003, Melitz 2003).  For example, Melitz (2003) shows that in an 

industry with heterogeneous firms, international competition or trade liberalization forces 

least productive firms to exit and encourages reallocation of resources and market share to 

high productivity firms.  Consequently, average productivity increases in the given industry.  

Using Chilean data during 1979-1986, Pavcnik (2002) finds that two-thirds of the 19 percent 

increase in aggregate productivity, following Chile’s trade liberalization, is due to the 

relatively greater survival and growth of high-productivity plants.  Many empirical studies 

                                                           
7
 Price of the imported rice is 56 thousand Korean Won, but that of domestic rice is 165 thousand Korean Won 

per 80kg in 2008.  The latter is also the price at which government provides its reserved rice to the domestic 

market (Policy materials, Ministry for Food, Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, Government of Korea). 

 
8
 Since 2005, the Korean government has been purchasing grain for food security purpose.  Unlike the old 

purchase program, the current one eliminates the price support function by purchasing rice from farmers at a 

market price, not at the government-supported price.  Under this new program, the purchase quantity has 

decreased from 0.6 million tons in 2005 to 0.4 million tons in 2008 (Policy materials, Ministry for Food, 

Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, Government of Korea). 
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have found that an increasingly competitive environment raises an industry’s average 

productivity (Syverson 2004, Schmitz 2005, Melitz and Ottaviano 2008). 

I employ plant-level data on quasi-public firms, i.e. cooperatively owned, to test the 

competition effects on productivity in the Korean rice processing industry.  Such 

cooperatives referred to as rice processing complexes (RPCs) account for 60 percent of the 

processing firms in the Korean rice industry.
9
  Moreover, they handle nearly 2.2 million tons 

of rice, accounting for about 45 percent of total quantity supplied.  This study focuses on 

quasi-public firms because they are often shielded from competitive forces including trade 

liberalization, e.g. additional financial resources for structural adjustment.  Indeed, public 

programs provide assistance to quasi-public RPCs to adjust to an increasingly competitive 

regime.
10

  Although the Korean rice market has not been fully liberalized, I seek to identify 

the impacts of increased openness on the heterogeneous RPCs during the last few years (Kim 

2000).
11

  In examining the effects of trade liberalization and domestic competition on RPCs’ 

productivity, I control for possible impacts of regional characteristics on production and 

productivity, e.g. scale externalities (Fujita et al. 1999, Baldwin et al. 2003, Henderson 2003, 

Rosenthal and Strange 2004).
12

  

This study is organized as follows.  The next section motivates the study by 

examining the conceptual underpinnings drawn from the heterogeneous-firms trade models.  

The following section details the methods and data employed.  Then, results are discussed 

and conclusions and policy implications are provided in the final section. 

                                                           
9
 In 2008, 166 cooperative RPCs and 114 private (Investor-Operated) RPCs compete with each other in 

domestic rice market.  Other small rice-milling facilities are not counted.  The cooperative is a business firm 

owned by the users of the firm’s service.  The IOF is owned by those who have invested capital, but not 

necessarily users of the firm’s service.  A comparable database for private RPCs is unavailable at this time. 

 
10

 The Korean government encourages merger among the neighboring cooperative RPCs for higher productivity 

with some financial support for equipment investment. 

 
11

 Kim (2000) observes productivity growth of manufacturing industries in Korea under the regime of trade 

liberalization even though quota and price protection remain in some industries. 

 
12

 Kwon and Lee (2004) find that the productivity growth rate of Korean rice farming is the highest (lowest) in 

the region with low (high) efficiency during 1993-1997. 
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2.2. Conceptual Basis                                                            

The theoretical basis for this study is Melitz’s (2003) model of an industry characterized by 

heterogeneous firms.  In my application, the heterogeneity of RPCs is assumed to arise from 

varying productivity levels.  I briefly outline Melitz’s (2003) framework in the following, 

but refer interested readers to the original paper or Helpman’s (2006) review of such models.  

Unlike Krugman’s (1980) monopolistic competition model with homogeneous firms, Melitz’s 

(2003) approach shows that firms with different productivities coexist in an industry.  An 

industry equilibrium characterized by heterogeneous firms arises because, before expending 

an irreversible cost to enter the industry, firms face uncertainty about their productivity 

realization.  After incurring the entry cost, they do observe their productivity and choose 

either to: 

 Exit if variable profit does not cover fixed production cost.  

 Serve only domestic markets if variable profit covers only fixed production cost. 

 Serve domestic and foreign markets if variable profit covers fixed production and fixed 

foreign-market entry costs. 

On account of fixed production cost, only firms with productivities yielding zero (break-even) 

or positive profit remain in production, referred to as the zero cutoff profit (ZCP) condition. 

Melitz (2003) refers to this break-even point as the cut-off productivity, which truncates the 

industry’s productivity distribution from below.  At the same time, a free entry (FE) 

condition ensures that average profits in the long-run equal the fixed cost of entry (before 

productivity realization).  Hence average industry productivity, average profit, and the cut-

off productivity at which a firm breaks even are endogenous in Melitz’s (2003) framework. 

As shown in Appendix Figure 2.A.2, the equilibrium of cutoff productivity (φ*) and average 

profit (π) are determined by the intersection of ZCP and FE curves in autarky. 
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With trade liberalization, Melitz (2003) shows that the cut-off productivity is higher 

than that under autarky.  That is, the higher mean profit that foreign markets facilitate drives 

the industry’s cut-off productivity in domestic markets upward to a new break-even point.  

In Appendix Figure 2.A.2, the ZCP curve shifts upward in an open economy and induces the 

cutoff productivity level to increase to φ*’.  The least productive firms with productivity 

levels between φ* and the new cutoff productivity level φ*’ can no longer earn positive 

profits in the new trade equilibrium and therefore, they exit the domestic market.
13

  As a 

result, the equilibrium industry-productivity distribution, i.e. raw distribution with its left-side 

truncation point, shifts to the right as trade liberalization proceeds. 

This study’s objective is to examine the shifts in the RPCs productivity distribution 

over time and identify the contribution of an increasingly open regime, while controlling for 

regional characteristics.  In doing so, I recognize that quasi-public firms’ objective may 

differ from the commonly assumed profit-maximizing behavior for firms (Sexton 1986).  

Hence, I choose a structural (production function) approach to examine the effects of trade 

liberalization on RPCs’ production efficiency.  To the extent these RPCs deviate from 

standard optimization, there may be allocative inefficiencies, which are beyond the scope of 

this study. 

Now, consider a normal distribution of RPCs productivity as in Appendix Figure 2.A.3, 

i.e. f(φ) is the raw productivity distribution.  In equilibrium, firms with productivity level 

above φ* remain in the domestic market by making a positive profit and the industry’s 

average productivity is given by M.  With trade liberalization, the cutoff productivity level 

increases from φ* to φ*’ and induces the least productivity firms to exit, while reallocating 

resources to high productivity firms.  Thus, the average productivity of the surviving firms 

increases from M to M’ in Appendix Figure 2.A.3.  Albeit partial, trade liberalization has 

                                                           
13

 Since RPCs and, in general, Korea firms do not export rice, I abstain from the export dimension of the Melitz 

(2003) framework. 
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impacted the Korean rice market with increases in import volume through MMA (Appendix 

Table 2.A.1).  I anticipate that the increasingly competitive environment forces low-

productivity RPCs to exit or merge with neighboring high-productivity counterparts, and 

raise the average productivity in the rice processing industry.  Indeed, the number of 

cooperative RPCs has decreased from 200 in 2002 to 166 in 2008 through merger.  

As noted earlier, market characteristics, especially varying demand shifts among 

regions can affect RPCs productivity.  With the decrease in rice consumption, the regional 

gap between demand and supply levels would be a crucial factor in determining the extent of 

domestic market competition.  For example, RPCs in excess-supply regions would face 

higher competition than those in regions with excess-demand.  The RPCs in the excess-

supply region would compete with each other and IOF RPCs to sell raw-rice and processed 

rice to consumers and other RPCs in other regions.  The inter-regional trade would incur 

additional costs, such as transport and other marketing costs, to the RPCs in excess-supply 

regions, and can make their productivity level be lower than others.  Thus, domestic 

competition is also expected to contribute to productivity growth of the RPCs by promoting 

resource reallocation away from the low-productivity RPCs.  

2.3. Empirical Methodology 

2. 3. 1. Estimation of Plant-Level Production Function 

To identify the effects of international and domestic competition on RPCs, while controlling 

for regional market characteristics, we need consistent or unbiased estimates of their 

productivity.  For this purpose, I estimate a plant (RPC)-level production function.  

Empirical approaches estimating plant-level production functions argue in favor of a 

correlation between RPCs’ productivity and choice of conventional inputs (Olley and Pakes 

1996, Levinsohn and Petrin 2003).  If a production function were to be estimated with 
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unobservable productivity either fully or partially embedded in the disturbance term, a 

simultaneity arises between conventional inputs’ choice and productivity.  That is, regressors 

of the production function are correlated with the disturbance term and least squares 

estimates of the production function would be biased.  Studies of plant-level productivity 

employ a proxy to control for the above mentioned simultaneity.  For instance, Olley and 

Pakes (1996) propose using investment as a proxy for productivity and Pavcnik (2002) 

applies their method in analyzing productivity of Chilean manufacturing plants.  However, 

Levinsohn and Petrin (2003) indicate that using investment proxy is valid only when plants 

report non-zero investments.  They, instead, suggest that intermediate input (material or 

energy) proxy avoids such non-zero issues in dealing with the simultaneity problem. 

An omitted-variable bias arises in estimation of the plant-level production function if 

externalities such as localization and urbanization economies are excluded (Henderson 2003; 

Rosenthal and Strange 2004).  Furthermore, such agglomeration economies can be 

correlated with productivity, if the latter is included in the disturbance term.  By explicitly 

specifying productivity and variables representing agglomeration in the production function, 

as in Pavcnik (2002), Henderson (2003) and Saito and Gopinath (2009), I control for the 

above simultaneity issues in estimation of the RPCs’ production function. 

Consider a Cobb-Douglas plant-level production function along the lines of Levinsohn 

and Petrin (2003) and Henderson (2003):  

(1)                Yirt = exp (β1Srt+ωirt) f (Lirt, Kirt, Mirt, Eirt), 

where i, r and t denote RPC, region and time, respectively.  The variables Y, S, L, K, M and 

E represent output (gross revenue), regional market characteristics, labor, capital stock, 

intermediate material and energy, respectively.  The coefficient β1 measures the contribution 

of regional market characteristics, Srt, in enhancing a RPC’s productivity.  The RPC-, 

region- and time-specific parameter ω denotes raw productivity of RPC.  A double-log 
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specification of the production function, f (·), is given by: 

(2)     lnYirt = β0 + β1 Srt + β2 lnLirt + β3 lnKirt + β4 lnMirt + β5 lnEirt + ωirt + εirt, 

where ε is an i.i.d. disturbance term.  If ωirt is not included in the production function, the 

disturbance term becomes ξirt = ωirt + εirt, which could be correlated with regional market 

characteristics and conventional input levels.  Such correlation implies that the estimates of 

β1, β2, β3, β4 and β5 would be biased, which also would lead to biased estimates of 

productivity (ω) arising from the estimates of equation (2). 

Following Levinsohn and Petrin (2003), I use the material proxy in estimation of the 

plant-level production function.
14

  Thus, a RPC determines its material input level given its 

productivity realization, capital stock and regional market characteristics as follows:
 
 

(3)                       lnMirt = e(ωirt , lnKirt , Srt ) 

where e(·) is a monotonic function in the level of productivity.  Thus, e(·) is invertible and 

RPC’s productivity can be written as: 

(4)                       ωirt = ω(lnMirt , lnKirt , Srt) 

Then, the RPC’s production function is rewritten as: 

(5)             lnYirt = β2 lnLirt + β5 lnEirt +  (lnMirt , lnKirt, Srt ) + εirt , 

where      is a function of capital, material and regional market characteristics: 

(6)      (lnMirt ,lnKirt ,Srt) = β0 + β1 Srt + β3 lnKirt + β4 lnMirt + ω(lnMirt , lnKirt, Srt) 

By approximating  (·) with a second-order polynomial series estimator, consistent estimates 

of β2 and β5 can be obtained using least squares (Levinsohn and Petrin 2003, Yassar and 

Morrison 2007).  Since ε is i.i.d. and assumed independent of L and E, the OLS estimates of 

β2 and β5 are consistent.  However, β1, β3 and β4 are not identified in the above first stage.  

For consistent estimation of β1, β3, and β4, I assume that the RPC’s productivity follows 

a first-order Markov process as in Levinsohn and Petrin (2003): 
                                                           
14

 Material is a key intermediate input of the RPCs.  I avoid using the energy proxy due to the presence of 

policies favoring energy usage for agricultural purpose.  
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(7)           β0 + ωirt+1 = β0 + M[ωirt+1 ωirt] + ηirt+1 = h(ωirt ) + ηirt+1, 

where ηirt+1 is considered to be an innovation.  By substituting equation (7) into the 

production function (2) for t +1 as: 

(8)   lnYirt+1= β1Srt+1 + β2lnLirt+1 + β3lnKirt+1 + β4 lnMirt+1 + β5lnEirt+1+ h(ωirt) + ε*irt+1, 

where ε*irt+1 = ηirt+1 + εirt+1.  From equation (6), ωirt can be rewritten as: 

(9)              β0 + ωirt =    (·) - β1 Srt  - β3 lnKirt  - β4 lnMirt 

Using a third-order approximation for h(·), I estimate the following equation by a nonlinear 

regression: 

(10)         Zirt+1 = β1Srt+1 + β3lnKirt+1 + β4lnMirt+1  

+    
   p(  (·) - β1Srt - β3lnKirt - β4lnMirt) 

p 
+ ε*irt+1, 

where Zirt+1= lnYirt+1 -   2lnLirt+1 -   5lnEirt+1.  Since lnMirt+1 is likely to be correlated with 

ε*irt+1, I use nonlinear instrumental variables (NIV) procedure with appropriate instruments in 

order to obtain consistent estimates of β1, β3, and β4.  I use   (lnMirt ,lnKirt ,Srt) from the first 

stage, Srt+1, lnKirt+1, lnEirt, and lnKirt as instruments in estimation of equation (10). 

Since the above estimation has multiple procedures, it is difficult to compute standard 

errors on the parameter estimates.  Thus, I use bootstrapping for inference as in Levinsohn 

and Petrin (2003).  Finally, I derive the raw productivity of each RPC as:   

(11)  Prodirt = exp(ωirt) = exp(lnYirt -   1 Srt  -   2 lnLirt -   3 lnKirt -   4 lnMirt -   5 lnEirt) 

2.3.2. Productivity Effects of Competition and Regional Characteristics 

To identify the effects of competition and regional market characteristics on productivity, I 

group the RPCs into four macro regions.  The choice and basis for the regional grouping 

are detailed in the next section (Data and Measurement of Variables).  After obtaining the 

raw productivity of each RPC from (11), I approximate the productivity distribution in each 

region for each year using a nonparametric kernel density function (Jones 1997, Beaudry et al 
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2005).  The kernel density estimators have no fixed structure and depend on all the data 

points to derive an estimate.  Specifically, a kernel function is centered at each estimating 

point.  An RPC’s contribution to the regional density estimation depends on how far the 

RPC’s productivity is apart from that point.  Thus, the kernel functions yield a smooth 

estimation of the distribution curve.  This study employs a standard Gaussian kernel and 

uses the optimal bandwidth, as a smoothing parameter, that would minimize the mean 

integrated squared error.  I then approximate the p-th percentiles (10
th

, 50
th

, and 90
th

)
 
of 

regional productivity distribution for each time period using cumulative densities.  To 

examine the effects of international and domestic competition on productivity, I estimate the 

following productivity model by each percentile: 

(12)        PRODrt 
p

 = α0 + α1COMPrt + α2AGGLrt + α3CONTROLSrt + µ rt , 

where PRODrt 
p 

is RPC’s raw productivity of the p-th percentile for region r at time t, COMP 

represents international and domestic competition variables, AGGL denotes agglomeration or 

regional characteristics and CONTROLS refer to control variables.  Following the 

description of the data, I identify the choices for Srt, and the empirical counterparts of COMP, 

AGGL and CONTROLS. 

2.4. Data and Measurement of Variables 

For estimation of the plant-level production function and productivity, I use data on 166 

cooperative RPCs during 2002-2008 from National Agricultural Cooperative Federation of 

Korea (NACF).  As an output variable, I use gross revenue (total sales) from selling 

processed rice to consumption market and selling raw-rice to other RPCs.  The output is 

deflated by the rice price component (2005=100) of Consumer Price Index (CPI).  The unit 

of labor is the number of workers including full- and part-time workers.  The capital stock 

of RPCs is measured by the perpetual inventory method as: Kit = Iit + (1-θit)Kit-1, where Kit is 
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fixed assets consisting of building and machine, Iit is the investment, and θit is the 

depreciation rate, of RPC i at time t.
15

  The capital stock is deflated by Gross Fixed Capital 

Formation index (GCF, 2005=100).  

Material input is value of raw-rice purchased from member farmers and other RPCs.  

I also include the value of processed rice purchased from other RPCs for resale as the 

material input.  The materials value is deflated by rice price component (2005=100) of Price 

Index Received by Farmers (FPI) instead of CPI.  Energy is measured by total value of oil 

and electricity used for processing and storing rice, and deflated by the energy price index 

(2005=100) of Producer Price Index (PPI).  The CPI, GCF, FPI and PPI are from Korea 

National Statistics Office.  The values of the RPCs’ output, capital stock, material, and 

energy are all measured in constant Korean (million) Won. 

For Srt in the production function, i.e. equation (11), I use the regional share of rice 

cultivation area (RCArt = regional cultivation area / national cultivation area) and regional 

population (lnPOPrt = logarithm of the number of people) to account for supply- and 

demand-side, respectively, of the rice market.  Moreover, regional decline of rice 

consumption (DRCrt = (consumption t – consumption t-1) / consumption t-1) in each region is 

used to represent additional demand-side variables.  I recognize that RCArt can be correlated 

with disturbance term in equation (11) because farmers might decide on the extent of rice 

production with knowledge on RPC’s marketing outcome (revenue).  Moreover, farmers, 

especially in rice farming-specialized area, might decide to move in or out depending upon 

prospects of rice industry and RPCs’ performance, and this could affect consumption level in 

a region.  Thus, the variables lnPOPrt and DRCrt are also suspected to be endogenous.  To 

avoid the possible endogeneity issues, I employ the one-period lagged variables RCArt-1, 

                                                           
15

 Based on the RPCs’ financial report, Kit is measured as value of cumulative capital stock that investment is 

added less cumulative depreciation.  This is equivalent to the perpetual inventory method, conceptually.  In 

usual, depreciation rates for building and machine of RPCs are 5% and 12.5%, respectively. 
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DRCrt-1, and lnPOPrt-1 as excluded instrumental variables in estimation of equation (11).  

Data on the above regional market characteristics are obtained from Korea National Statistics 

Office. 

For examining competition effects on productivity, I consider four macro regions as 

follows: (1) Seoul, Kyeonggi and Inchoen, (2) Kangwon, Chungnam, Daejeon, 

Chungbuk (3) Jeonnam, Jeonbuk, Kwangju and Jeju, and (4) Pusan, Ulsan, 

Kyeongnam, Daegu and Kyeongbuk.  The number of RPCs varies between 30 and 60 

among the four regions.  The criterion of the above grouping is similarity in market 

characteristics of the provinces in each macro region.  In Korea, provinces are usually 

grouped into the 4 macro regions in the economic, life, and cultural aspects.  Each group has 

one or two metropolitan areas and their economy is intertwined with other provinces in the 

group.
16

  Group (1) is highly urbanized and the largest market on the demand-side of rice, 

group (2) and (3) are considered rural farming areas and the largest suppliers of rice.  Group 

(4) is considered a middle size-market on both demand- and supply-side of rice (Appendix 

Table 2.A.2). 

With regard to the quantile regression of productivity, i.e. equation (12), I use two 

variables to represent COMP: rice import through MMA, IMPt , and regional decline of rice 

consumption, DRCrt, for capturing the effects of international and domestic competition, 

respectively.
17

  Similar to the case of equation (11), I use DRCrt-1 as an instrument for DRCrt 

to control the endogeneity problem.  I measure IMPt as the relative quantity of imported rice 

to domestic consumption (quantity of MMA divided by quantity of consumption by each 

year).  The above normalization captures import penetration since the numerator has 

                                                           
16

 The regional approach is in the spirit of Syverson (2004) who groups 3,200 U.S. counties into 348 

geographical markets surrounding metropolitans by using Bureau of Economic Analysis’s component economic 

area in his study on market structure and plant productivity in U.S. manufacturing industry. 

 
17

 When I derive each RPC’s raw productivity in equation (11), I subtract the effects of the regional market 

characteristics: RCA, lnPOP, and DRC, i.e. Srt. 
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increased, albeit slowly, and the denominator has rapidly declined (Appendix Table 2.A.1).  

Thus, the variability in the measure of IMPt well reflects international competition in Korean 

rice markets.  For AGGL in equation (12), I choose lnPOPrt, defined earlier, and RFPrt , 

regional share of farm population above 15 years old, to identify the effects of demand-driven 

agglomeration economies on RPCs productivity.  Again, I use lnPOPrt-1 and RFPrt-1 as 

excluded instruments for the AGGL variables.
18

 

In equation (12), the CONTROLS include POLt as a binary indicator of the policy 

switching from price support to decoupled payments.  That is, the dummy variable POLt 

takes value one for 2002-2004 (otherwise, 0) since government purchase program for price 

support was abolished in 2005.  I also include regional dummies in equation (12) to capture 

unobservable regional characteristics affecting RPC’s productivity. 

2.5. Results 

2.5.1. RPC-level Production Function Estimates 

The estimated RPC-level production function is: 

(13)     lnYirt = β0 + β11 RCArt-1 + β12 lnPOPrt-1 + β13 DRCrt-1 

+ β2 lnLirt + β3 lnKirt + β4 lnMirt + β5 lnEirt + dr + dt + ωirt +εirt , 

where dr and dt are region- and time-fixed effects, respectively.  Recall that I used DRCrt-1, 

lnPOPrt-1, and RCArt-1 as excluded instruments in the production function.  The relevance 

test suggests that the estimated equation using the instruments is exactly identified 

(Anderson-canonical correlations LR statistics, χ
2
(1)=10.16).  I also reject the null 

hypothesis of exogeneity of the instrumented variables (DRCrt , lnPOPrt, and RCArt) as a 

result of Durbin-Wu-Hausman test ( χ
2
(3)=17.90).  The estimates of equation (13) are 

presented in table 2.2a with bootstrapped standard errors. 

                                                           
18

 Since almost 70 percent of farm households engage in rice farming, farm population might be mobile 

depending on RPCs productivity. 
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As expected, the coefficients on regional population (lnPOP) and regional competition 

(DRC) take positive signs with statistical significance at 1 and 5 percent, respectively (Table 

2.2a).  The former suggests demand-driven scale economies, where RPCs gross revenue 

increases by 0.026 percent when regional population increases by 1 percent.  The coefficient 

on DRC suggests that increasing regional competition leads to an increase in RPCs gross 

revenue presumably through resource reallocation towards high-productivity RPCs as shown 

later in this section.  However, the coefficient on regional share of rice cultivation (RCA) is 

not statistically significant.  Table 2.2a also shows the other parameter estimates of equation 

(13).  The coefficients on all conventional inputs, except the capital stock, are statistically 

significant at the 1 percent level.  The coefficient on capital stock is significant at the 10 

percent level.  Note that the estimated coefficient on material inputs is extremely large 

implying that the Korean rice processing industry is relatively material-intensive.  The sum 

of coefficients on conventional inputs is 1.029 and the null hypothesis of constant returns to 

scale is rejected at the 1 percent level.
19

 

I then compute each RPC’s raw productivity using equation (11) after the estimation of 

the production function as in equation (13).  Table 2.2b shows the mean and standard 

deviation of RPC’s productivity by each macro region and national average.  In general, 

RPCs’ productivity increases from 2002 to 2004 but decreases in 2005 when the price support 

program by government purchase was eliminated.
20

  However, productivity has recovered 

after 2005 and I observe increases during the whole period.  The average productivity 

increases by 6.9 percent during 2002-2008 and the annual growth rate is, on average, 1.12 

percent.  Among the four macro regions, growth rate is the highest in the demand-driven 

                                                           
19

 The merger of RPCs during 2002-2008 has the potential to create some outliers in the sample.  I introduced 

into the production function a dummy variable for the merged RPCs.  However, the coefficient on merger 

dummy is not statistically significant. 

 
20

 The elimination of the price support program would affect market price of rice.  As shown in Appendix 

Figure 2.A.1, the market price falls in 2005, which would affect RPCs’ productivity. 
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large market (region 1), showing cumulative growth of 20.5 percent during that period and an 

annual rate of 3.16 percent.  

2.5.2. Estimates of Productivity Effects of Competition and Regional Characteristics 

The estimated equation for examining the productivity effects of international and domestic 

competition, controlling for regional characteristics, is: 

(14)  PRODrt 
p

 = α0 + α1IMPt + α2DRCrt-1 + α3RFPrt-1 + α4lnPOPrt-1 + α5POLt + dr + µ rt , 

where PRODrt 
p 

is RPC’s raw productivity of each percentile (10
th

, 50
th

, and 90
th

) for region r 

at time t, IMPt and DRCrt-1 are competition (COMP) variables, RFPrt-1 and lnPOPrt-1 are 

agglomeration (AGGL) variables, and POLt and dr are policy and regional dummy controls 

(CONTROLS).  From estimation of the production function, I observe that one of the 

regional characteristics, RCA, does not affect RPCs gross revenue and thus, their raw 

productivity, either.  Hence, I chose an alternative regional externality (regional share of 

farm population above 15 years old, RFP), which can affect RPCs’ raw productivity on the 

supply-side as an agglomeration variable. 

     Results from the estimation of equation (14) by two-stage least squares (2SLS) are 

reported in table 2.3.  In addition to estimating the 10
th

, 50
th

 and 90
th

 percentile productivity 

equations, I estimate a pooled model including observations from all three percentiles.  In 

the estimation, I test for homoskedasticity, but fail to reject the null hypothesis except in the 

case of the pooled model.  Thus, I use heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors for inference 

in the pooled model.  Based on results of the relevance test of the three excluded 

instrumental variables, I reject the null hypothesis of under-identification for all models.  I 

also test endogeneity and reject the null hypothesis of exogeneity of regressors when using 

DRCrt, RFPrt and lnPOPrt.  Therefore, they are instrumented respectively by DRCrt-1, RFPrt-1 

and lnPOPrt-1 as shown in equation (14).  The tests statistics are reported in the last four 
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rows of table 2.3. 

Recall that increasing international (IMP) and domestic (DRC) competition are 

expected to positively affect productivity of Korean rice processing industry, similar to other 

studies (Syverson 2004, Schmitz 2005, Melitz and Ottaviano 2008).  Indeed the parameter 

estimate on IMP is significantly positive at least at the 10 percent level for all four models 

(Table 2.3).  In particular, the estimate for the 10
th

 percentile is relatively larger than that of 

the other percentiles and the pooled model.  Additionally, the coefficient on DRC takes a 

positive sign with statistical significance for all models except the 90
th

 percentile equation.
21

  

Again, the DRC coefficient in the 10
th

 percentile model is larger than that in other models. 

The above results indicate that greater competition, which is caused by an increase in 

imports and consumption decline (compositional changes in diet causing excess supply), 

raises average productivity level of Korean rice processing industry.  In particular, the 

competition forces have the largest impact on the lower tail of the productivity distribution, 

i.e. 10
th

 percentile.  In the case of Korean RPCs, the higher cut-off productivity to survive in 

the domestic market may not necessarily mean firm exits.  RPCs are cooperatively owned 

by members, who may collectively choose to join another RPC.  So, increasing competition 

likely forces the least productivity RPCs to merge with neighboring high-productivity 

counterparts, and this process raises average productivity of the industry.  As noted earlier, 

there is some anecdotal evidence of such shifts since more than three dozen RPCs have 

merged with others since 2002.  Major food processing industries in the United States, 

including meat products, cheese making, milk processing and flour milling, have also 

experienced productivity growth after merger and acquisition (Nguyen and Ollinger 2006, 

Ollinger et al. 2006). 

     Consistent with my expectation, the coefficient on demand-driven agglomeration 

                                                           
21

 This result may reflect the relatively stable marketing channels of high productivity RPCs unaffected by a 

decline in regional consumption. 
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economies (lnPOP) takes a statistically significant positive sign in the 10
th

 and 50
th

 percentile 

and the pooled models.  The latter result indicates that the market size positively affects 

productivity growth, a result commonly observed in the agglomeration literature (Fujita et al 

1999, Baldwin et al 2003, Henderson 2003, Rosenthal and Strange 2004, Saito and Gopinath 

2009).  However, the coefficient on lnPOP in the 90
th

 percentile model is not statistically 

significant.  This result may arise because high productivity RPCs can afford transportation 

costs required to access neighboring larger markets. 

I obtain a negative sign with statistical significance at the 10 percent level for the 

coefficient on RFP in the 10
th

 and 50
th

 percentile and pooled models.  While a negative sign 

is unexpected, regions with a large farm population and production base may realize lower 

prices to the extent that supply exceeds demand.  The resulting low price and the cost of 

transporting to a deficit region may negatively affect productivity growth.  Although the 

effect of the policy variable (POL) is insignificant for the 10
th

 percentile and pooled model, it 

is significantly positive at least at the 10 percent level for the 50
th

 and 90
th

 percentile models.  

The positive sign for the POL dummy implies that productivity, especially of the median- and 

high-productivity RPCs, is negatively affected by the switch from the price support to direct 

payments likely due to relatively higher market price under the former policy (Appendix 

Figure 2.A.1).
22

 

Finally, I compute productivity elasticity with respect to the competition variables to 

confirm the economic significance of IMP and DRC in the productivity growth of Korean 

rice processing industry.  As shown in table 2.4, productivity elasticity with respect to IMP 

is larger than DRC in all specifications.  Furthermore, the productivity elasticity with respect 

to IMP is the largest in the 10
th

 percentile model among those from all percentile models.  

The results imply that productivity growth of the Korean rice processing industry has been 

                                                           
22

 Note that I use dummy variable (one) for 2002-2004 when the price support program was in operation. 
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positively affected by competition forces, especially those arising from international markets. 

2.5.3. Robustness Check 

For checking the robustness of the results, I estimate the following two alternative 

specifications focusing on competition effects, but excluding agglomeration.  I continue to 

include the POL variable in both specifications, but regional dummies are employed in the 

second alternative specification only.  For the first alternative specification, I failed to reject 

the null hypothesis of exogeneity of DRCrt for all models implying that OLS estimation 

would yield consistent estimates.  In the estimation of the second alternative specification, I 

also fail to reject the exogeneity of DRCrt for the 50
th

 and 90
th

 percentile equations.  

However, I reject the exogeneity null for the 10
th

 percentile and pooled models and also reject 

the null hypothesis of under-identification based on the relevance test.  Thus, I estimate the 

10
th

 percentile and pooled models of the second alternative specification by 2SLS using 

DRCrt-1 as the instrument.  Moreover, I reject the null hypothesis of homoskedasticity in all 

models except for the 90
th

 percentile equation of the first alternative specification.  Hence, I 

use heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors for inference.
23

  The results of the robustness 

check are reported in table 2.5. 

In terms of international competition (IMP), the results are consistent with those from 

estimation of the main specification, i.e. equation (14).  The productivity effect of IMP is 

significantly positive at 1 percent level for all models of the first specification, except for the 

10
th

 percentile (significant at 5 percent), and the obtained coefficient is largest in the 10
th

 

percentile.  Similar results on the impact of IMP are observed in the second alternative 

specification.  Although the estimate on domestic competition (DRC) is statistically not 

significant in the first specification, it is significantly positive at 10 percent level for the 10
th

 

                                                           
23

 I test heteroskedasticity for the two alternative specifications by using Breusch-Pagan test for OLS and 

Pagan-Hall test for 2SLS estimation. 
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percentile and pooled model in the second specification.  I also observe that productivity 

effect of DRC is the largest in the 10
th

 percentile of the second specification. 

2.6. Summary and Conclusions 

The objective of this study is to identify productivity effects of increased competition in 

Korean rice processing industry, focusing on quasi-public firms that are cooperatively owned 

by farmers.  Korean rice market has been increasingly competitive because of increases in 

import volume, changing consumption trends, and the elimination of government purchase 

(price support) program.  For this purpose, I used 2002-2008 data on the cooperative rice 

processing complexes (RPCs) as well as national and regional market characteristics to first 

estimate a plant-level production function.  In doing so, I controlled for simultaneity 

between RPC’s productivity and conventional inputs’ choice and regional market 

characteristics by using a material proxy.  Estimates of the production function showed that 

Korean rice processing industry is relatively material intensive and exhibits increasing returns 

to scale.  Based on estimates of the production function, I compute each RPC’s raw 

productivity net of agglomeration effects.  Results showed that the average productivity of 

RPCs increased by 6.9 percent during 2002-2008 and by 1.12 percent per year on average. 

For analyzing competition effects on productivity, I approximated RPCs’ productivity 

distribution by region using kernel density procedures.  Then, I specified the 10
th

, 50
th

, and 

90
th

 percentiles of the regional productivity distribution as functions of competition variables, 

while controlling for agglomeration, policy regime and other control variables, i.e. quantile 

regression.  The measure of international competition is share of imports, via minimum 

market access provisions of WTO, in domestic consumption.  Domestic competition is 

represented by the rate of change in the consumption of domestic rice.  I found that 

international and domestic competition had significantly positive effects on productivity of 
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Korean RPCs.  In particular, the largest effects of competition are observed in the left-tail of 

the productivity distribution.  Economic significance of the competition variables is assessed 

by computing the productivity elasticity with respect to variables of interest.  Again, the 

largest elasticity, i.e. percent change in productivity due to a percent change in international 

competition, is observed at the left-tail of the RPCs productivity distribution.  The findings 

that trade liberalization, albeit partial, affects average productivity in an industry are 

consistent with the emerging heterogeneous-firms trade model.  This study did not observe 

RPC exit, as some of these models hypothesize.  However, mergers have occurred during 

2002-2008 suggesting that resources of the low-productivity RPCs have been reallocated to 

their high-productivity counterparts. 

My findings suggest that even quasi-public firms, often shielded by the public sector, 

face significant adjustment following trade liberalization.  While domestic regulations may 

prevent firm exit, resource reallocation towards more efficient firms should improve the 

overall welfare of the economy.  Nevertheless, producers and members of such firms while 

sharing the efficiency gains may also face significant adjustment due to trade liberalization.  

With the anticipated tariffication of the Korean rice market, encouraging resource shifts from 

low- to high-productivity firms improves scale economies, national welfare and the 

competitiveness of rice processing complexes in global markets. 
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Table 2.1. Descriptive Statistics on RPCs and Regional Market Characteristics 

Variable Unit Mean 
Standard 

deviation 

Output (Y/1,000,000) Constant Won 10,945.93 6,297.10 

Labor (L) Number 7.42 3.56 

Capital (K/1,000,000) Constant Won 2,532.82 1,536.12 

Material (M/1,000,000) Constant Won 9,624.11 5,612.60 

Energy (E/1,000,000) Constant Won 69.14 36.26 

Regional share of rice 

cultivation area (RCA) 
Index (0-1) 0.250 0.085 

Regional population (POP) Number 10,096,419 6,346,163 

Rice import (IMP) Index (0-1) 0.055 0.019 

Regional decline of rice 

consumption (DRC) 
Index (0-1) 0.022 0.012 

Regional share of farm 

population (RFP) 
Index (0-1) 0.250 0.065 

 

Source: National Agricultural Cooperative Federation, Ministry of Food, Agriculture, Forestry and 

Fishery of Korea, and Korea National Statistics Office 
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Table 2.2a. Parameter Estimates of the RPC-level Production Function 

Variable Estimate Variable Estimate 

RCA 
-0.0423 

(0.0343) 
lnK 

0.0071* 

(0.0042) 

DRC 
0.4803** 

(0.2187) 
lnM 

0.9282*** 

(0.0048) 

lnPOP 
0.0255*** 

(0.0024) 
lnE 

0.0460*** 

(0.0087) 

lnL 
0.0479*** 

(0.0070) 
Returns to Scale 

1.0292 

(0.0054) 

 

Note: *, **, and *** indicate statistical significance at 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively. Number in the 

parenthesis is the bootstrapped standard error (200 iterations).  Null hypothesis of constant returns to scale is 

rejected at the 1% level.  Dependent variable is logarithm of output. 
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Table 2.2b. Productivity Growth of RPCs by Each Macro Region (Selected years) 

Year 2002 2004 2005 2007 2008 

Growth 

rate(%) 

(2002-2008) 

Annual 

Growth 

Rate(%) 

Average 
1.000 

(0.130) 

1.070 

(0.035) 

1.004 

(0.034) 

1.053 

(0.034) 

1.069 

(0.037) 
6.90 1.12 

Region1 
0.898 

(0.173) 

1.066 

(0.036) 

0.998 

(0.028) 

1.064 

(0.040) 

1.082 

(0.045) 
20.49 3.16 

Region2 
1.058 

(0.040) 

1.083 

(0.041) 

1.022 

(0.029) 

1.063 

(0.040) 

1.082 

(0.037) 
2.27 0.38 

Region3 
0.970 

(0.156) 

1.068 

(0.029) 

0.993 

(0.040) 

1.047 

(0.024) 

1.057 

(0.030) 
8.97 1.44 

Region4 
1.043 

(0.036) 

1.056 

(0.029) 

1.002 

(0.023) 

1.038 

(0.023) 

1.058 

(0.029) 
1.44 0.24 

 
Note: Productivity is mean value and number in the parenthesis is the standard deviation. 
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Table 2.3. Effects of Competition and Regional Characteristics on the RPC’s Productivity 

Variable Pooled 10 percentile Median 90 percentile 

IMP 1.630 (0.345) *** 2.173 (1.251) * 1.497 (0.424) *** 1.220 (0.253)*** 

DRC 2.268 (1.143) * 5.094 (2.596) * 1.862 (0.874) ** -0.153 (0.522) 

lnPOP 3.742 (2.030) * 8.424 (3.686) ** 3.319 (1.240) ** -0.517 (0.740) 

RFP -8.265 (4.322) * -20.168 (9.092)** -6.591 (3.059) ** 1.962 (1.827) 

POL 0.023 (0.016) -0.014 (0.046) 0.030 (0.016) * 0.054 (0.009)*** 

REG2 5.920 (3.163) * 13.514 (5.878) ** 5.160 (1.978) ** -0.914 (1.181) 

REG3 6.378 (3.424) * 14.578 (6.384) ** 5.562 (2.148) ** -1.006 (1.282) 

REG4 3.548 (1.881) *** 8.267 (3.610) ** 3.023 (1.215) ** -0.646 (0.725) 

10 per -0.060 (0.015)***    

90 per 0.051 (0.010) ***    

Constant -61.388 (33.877)* -139.23 (61.296)** -54.449**(20.626) 9.499 (12.315) 

R
2
 0.520 0.108 0.486 0.696 

Homoskedasticity χ
2
(10): 41.24 χ

2
(8): 4.98 χ

2
(8): 9.28 χ

2
(8): 10.48 

Under- 

Identification, χ
2
(1) 

48.199 16.009 16.009 16.009 

Exogeneity of 

regressors, χ
2
(4) 

13.621 15.407 11.332 7.525 

OBS 84 28 28 28 

 

Note: *, **, and *** indicate statistical significance at 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively.  Number in the 

parenthesis is the standard error.  Number in the parenthesis for the pooled model is the heteroskedasticity-

robust standard error.  The homoskedasticity, under-identification, and exogeneity tests report Pagan-Hall, 

Anderson canonical correlations LR, and Durbin-Wu-Hausman test statistics, respectively.  
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Table 2.4. Productivity Elasticity with respect to Competition Variables 

 Variable Pooled 10 percentile Median 90 percentile 

Main 

specification 
    

 IMP 0.085*(0.028) 0.121*(0.038) 0.078*(0.026) 0.061*(0.021) 

 DRC 0.045*(0.024) 0.114*(0.058) 0.039*(0.021) -0.003(0.002) 

Alternative 

specification 1 
    

 IMP 0.078*(0.026) 0.104*(0.033) 0.073*(0.024) 0.060*(0.020) 

 DRC 0.018(0.010) 0.045(0.024) 0.017(0.009) -0.004(0.002) 

Alternative 

specification 2 
    

 IMP 0.085*(0.028) 0.119*(0.037) 0.074*(0.025) 0.063*(0.021) 

 DRC 0.042*(0.022) 0.099*(0.051) 0.022(0.011) 0.004(0.002) 

 
Note: * indicates statistical significance of the corresponding coefficient in table 2.3 and 5 at least 10% level.  

The elasticity is mean value and the number in parenthesis is the standard deviation.  
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Table 2.5. Alternative Specifications for Comparison of Productivity Effects 

Variable 

Specification 1 
 

Specification 2 

 Percentile  
 

 Percentile  

Pooled 10 Median 90 
 

Pooled 10 Median 90 

IMP 
1.497*** 

(0.256) 

1.883** 

(0.689) 

1.399*** 

(0.313) 

1.209*** 

(0.251) 

 1.622*** 

(0.297) 

2.151*** 

(0.779) 

1.423*** 

(0.277) 

1.253*** 

(0.176) 

DRC 
0.866 

(0.699) 

2.018 

(1.820) 

0.801 

(0.780) 

-0.221 

(0.327) 

 1.990* 

(1.044) 

4.437* 

(2.292) 

1.017 

(0.674) 

0.179 

(0.294) 

POL 
0.029** 

(0.013) 

-0.001 

(0.039) 

0.034** 

(0.015) 

0.054*** 

(0.009) 

 0.025 

(0.015) 

-0.010 

(0.041) 

0.033** 

(0.014) 

0.053*** 

(0.007) 

REG2     
 0.018 

(0.013) 

0.028 

(0.035) 

0.025 

(0.020) 

0.003 

(0.012) 

REG3     
 -0.031 

(0.022) 

-0.062 

(0.054) 

-0.009 

(0.018) 

-0.014 

(0.014) 

REG4     
 -0.010 

(0.012) 

-0.002 

(0.034) 

-0.001 

(0.018) 

-0.022* 

(0.012) 

10per 
-0.060*** 

(0.016) 
   

 -0.060*** 

(0.016) 
   

90per 
0.051*** 

(0.008) 
   

 0.051*** 

(0.008) 
   

Constant 
0.929*** 

(0.026) 

0.835*** 

(0.073) 

0.933*** 

(0.032) 

1.009*** 

(0.019) 

 0.904*** 

(0.034) 

0.779*** 

(0.085) 

0.924*** 

(0.033) 

1.006*** 

(0.013) 

R2 0.505 0.191 0.344 0.609 
 

0.533 0.242 0.456 0.711 

Estimator OLS OLS OLS OLS 
 

2SLS 2SLS OLS OLS 

Exogeneity  

of regressors 

χ2(1) 

1.909 0.924 0.976 1.083 

 

3.379 3.593 1.928 1.230 

Under-

identification  

χ2(1) 

    

 

87.398 29.133   

Homo- 

skedasticity 

χ2(5) 

115.49 

χ2(3) 

26.42 

χ2(3) 

25.60 

χ2(3) 

4.31 

 χ2(8) 

25.792 

χ2(6) 

18.001 

χ2(6) 

37.63 

χ2(6) 

14.59 

OBS 84 28 28 28 
 

84 28 28 28 

 

Note: *, **, and *** indicate statistical significance at 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively.  Number in the 

parenthesis, except the 90
th

 percentile of specification1, is the heteroskedasticity-robust standard error.  The 

homoskedasticity is tested by using Breusch-Pagan and Pagan-Hall test for OLS and 2SLS, respectively.  

Exogeneity and under-identification tests report Durbin-Wu-Hausman and Anderson canonical correlations LR 

test statistics, respectively.  
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Appendix 

 

Table 2.A.1. Domestic Rice Consumption and Rice Import by MMA 

Year 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 

Rice consumption 

per capita (ton) 
0.102 0.099 0.097 0.094 0.089 0.087 0.083 0.082 0.081 0.079 0.077 0.076 

Total rice 

consumption 

(thousand ton)* 

4706 4592 4517 4400 4210 4143 3982 3939 3894 3806 3726 3684 

Quantity of MMA 

(thousand ton) 
128 0 90 103 128 154 143 209 133 256 265 309 

Rate of MMA to 

base year 

consumption 

(1988-90)** 

0.025 0 0.018 0.020 0.025 0.030 0.028 0.041 0.026 0.050 0.052 0.060 

Rate of MMA 

to current 

consumption*** 

0.027 0 0.020 0.023 0.030 0.037 0.036 0.053 0.034 0.067 0.071 0.084 

 

Source: Korea National Statistics Office and Ministry of Food, Agriculture, Forestry and Fishery of Korea 

Note: * is computed by multiplying consumption per capita and population. 

     ** is computed by quantity of MMA over quantity of rice consumption in 1988-1990. 

     *** is measured by quantity of MMA over quantity of rice consumption in the corresponding year 
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Table 2.A.2. Regional Rice Production and Consumption in 2008 (Polished rice) 

(Unit: Million ton) 

Macro region Region 1 Region 2 Region 3 Region 4 

Quantity of production (A) 583 1,356 1,697 1,207 

Quantity of consumption (B) 1,812 484 419 970 

(A – B)* -1,229 872 1,278 237 

 

Source: Korea National Statistics Office 

Note: Quantity of consumption is computed by multiplying consumption per capita and regional population.  * 

Negative and positive signs imply excess-demand and excess-supply, respectively. 
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           Source: Korea National Statistics Office and The Bank of Korea  

 

Figure 2.A.1. Price (Nominal) of Polished Rice per 80kg during 1997-2008 (Korean Won) 
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Figure 2.A.2. Equilibrium Cutoff φ* and Average Profit π in Autarky and Open Economy 
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Figure 2.A.3. Productivity Distribution of an Industry with International Trade 
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CHAPTER THREE 

 

Cooperative Pricing Efficiency: The Case of Korean Rice Processing Complexes 

 

3.1. Introduction 

It has long been recognized that pricing behavior differs between private or investor-owned 

firms (IOF) and cooperatives or collective organizations (Helmberger and Hoos 1962, LeVay 

1983a, Staatz 1987, Royer 1987, Cobia 1989, Sexton 1989, Buccola 1994).  The cooperative 

is a business firm owned by the firm’s users, a processing cooperative in particular by the 

farmers providing the raw product to be processed.
24

  The IOF instead is owned by investors, 

who do not necessarily make use of the firm’s services.  Because it is controlled by raw-

product suppliers, the cooperative is assumed at least to try to minimize the cost of such non-

raw-product processing inputs as capital, labor, and energy at given raw-product volume, 

while the profit-seeking IOF must try minimizing total cost at given output.
25

  That is, the 

cooperative at least should seek efficiency with respect to its non-raw-product input use but 

not necessarily with respect to the raw product itself, while the IOF has, as a necessary 

condition for profit-maximization, to efficiently employ all its inputs.  Thus, only if the 

cooperative employs its raw product in allocatively efficient fashion does it achieve the 

efficiency sought by the profit-maximizing firm.
26

 

                                                           
24

 Agricultural cooperatives are generally categorized into marketing and supply cooperatives.  Marketing 

cooperatives process and market collectively the farm commodities produced by farmer members, while 

supply cooperatives provide farmer members with farm inputs collectively. 

 
25

 The raw product, in cooperative’s case, is considered to be quasi-rent because it is what the cooperative 

owes to members, that is, a member’s ownership is proportionate to the value of raw product he delivers. 

 
26

 A firm’s production efficiency is assessed by technical efficiency and allocative efficiency.  Technical  

efficiency implies that a firm’s production is on the boundary of technological possibilities.  Allocative 

efficiency implies that any other reallocation of resources cannot yield higher profits.  Thus, even if a firm is 

technically efficient, it may not be allocatively efficient.  Only if a firm is both technically and allocatively 
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Conjectures about whether a cooperative goes beyond its presumed efficiency in 

allocating non-raw-product inputs to achieve a broader allocative efficiency depend upon 

conjectures about the cooperative overall objective.  Such conjectures have been many.  

Buccola (1994) summarized them as: (1) maximizing price paid to member per unit of raw 

product delivered, (2) maximizing member total income, and (3) permitting free raw-product 

delivery to the cooperative.  During the past several decades, cooperatives have adjusted 

themselves substantially to changes in market structure, and especially to an increasingly 

competitive marketplace (Cook 1995, Harris et al 1996, Merrett and Walzer 2004).
27

  Such 

changes complicate efforts to identify a cooperative’s objectives on the basis of theoretical 

analysis alone. 

The purpose of this study is to assess the allocative and pricing efficiency of 

cooperative Rice Processing Complexes (RPCs) in Korea and to explore options for their 

improved performance.  Unlike previous studies, I incorporate members’ raw-product cost 

and supply considerations in this analysis.  For both consumers and farmers, rice is Korea’s 

most important crop because it is a staple food and the main source of farmer income.  For 

instance, rice accounted for 54 percent of urban households’ food grain expenditures in 2007 

(Korea National Statistics Office).  In 2008, rice farming accounted for about 60 percent of 

Korea’s total farm land, 70 percent of farm households, and 47 percent of farm income 

(Policy materials, Ministry for Food, Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, Government of 

Korea). 

As traditional cooperatives with an open-membership policy, agricultural cooperatives 

play an important part in Korean agriculture and its rice industry in particular.  

                                                                                                                                                                                     

efficient, then its production is efficient.  If a firm maximize profit, its production is both technically and 

allocatively efficient and thus, efficient. 

 
27

 For example, many New Generation Cooperatives (NGCs) have emerged in Unites States, especially in  

northern great plains states.  The NGCs adopt a closed membership policy to control the quantity of raw 

product delivered by members for more efficient performance outcomes. 
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Approximately 1,200 agricultural cooperatives are currently are owned by 2.4 million farmer-

members, estimated to be about 90 percent of Korean farm households.  Of these, 166 

cooperatives have combined into RPCs, accounting for about 60 percent of the rice 

processing firms in Korea.
28

  As rice processing facilities, RPCs purchase raw rice from 

farmer-members; store, process, and polish the procured rice; and sell the processed rice in 

consumer markets.  Cooperatives operating RPCs compensate members for delivered raw 

rice at an initial transfer prices determined by the board of directors.  If a positive net return 

is realized after the processed goods are sold, a return above the transfer price is paid to 

members in the form of a patronage dividend. 

A number of researchers have argued that cooperatives are less efficient than IOFs in 

terms of economic efficiency and financial performance, although Sexton and Iskow (1993) 

find little evidence for this common perception.  In the market environment of the early 21
st
 

century, cooperatives face rising competition from domestic and international firms.  Major 

U.S. cooperatives recently have faced bankruptcy, including Farmland Industries and Tri 

Valley Growers.  Cross and Buccola (2004) found that this increasingly competitive 

environment created an incentive for Tri Valley Growers to disinvest, raising the probability 

of bankruptcy.  The Uruguay Round Agreement on Agriculture (URAA) in 1995 similarly 

has created a competitive environment for Korean rice producers and cooperative RPCs.  

Fifty years of domestic rice price supports by way of government purchase programs were 

gradually curtailed, and finally eliminated in 2005.
29

  Since 1995, foreign rice imports have 

risen under the influence of the World Trade Organization’s (WTO) Minimum Market Access 

                                                           
28

 In 2008, 166 cooperative RPCs and 114 private RPCs (so called IOFs’ RPCs) compete with each other in  

domestic rice market.  Other small rice-milling facilities also operate in the Korea rice market. 

 
29

 Government purchases have declined from 1.4 million ton in 1995 to 0.7 million ton in 2004.  Instead  

of elimination of the government purchase program for price support, a more market-oriented policy,  

which is a mixture of target price and direct payment, has been introduced to support farmers’ income 

since 2005 (Policy materials, Ministry for Food, Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, Government of  

Korea). 
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(MMA) provisions of the URAA.
30

  At the same time, annual rice consumption per capita 

has fallen from 106.5kg in 1995 to 75.8kg in 2008 as Korean dietary habits have become 

more diversified (Korea National Statistics Office).  Because the decline in consumption has 

been quicker than in production, excess domestic supplies have been generated, stiffening the 

competition among domestic producers.
31

  In-depth examination of RPC efficiency thus is 

critical to rural Korea’s adjustment to the changing world market environment. 

The next section reviews the economic theory of cooperatives, focusing especially on 

alternative cooperative objectives and equilibria.  I then characterize the empirical methods 

and data employed in the present study, and employ them to assess RPC pricing efficiency.   

3.2. Economic Theory of Cooperatives 

The four relationships most often employed in the cooperative literature are net revenue 

product (NRP), net marginal revenue product (NMRP), net average revenue product (NARP), 

and farmer-member raw-product supply (S) (Buccola 1994).  NRP is total revenue less total 

processing cost (exclusive of raw-product value) at given raw product quantity R.  It’s role 

in cooperative theory is analogous to an IOF’s profit function.  In the single-output case, for 

example, NRP is 

(1)                      NRP(P, W, R) = Pf(X, R) – WX, 

where P is the price the cooperative receives from selling its good (after processing and 

handling) in the final-product market; W is the vector of processing input prices, excluding 

raw-product price; f(X, R) is the quantity of final good sold, which in turn is a function of the 

                                                           
30

 Following the URAA, Korea has increased rice import via MMA from 1 percent in 1995 to 4 percent in  

2004, based on the average domestic consumption in 1988~1990.  Additional negotiation in 2004, has led  

Korea to increase the MMA from 4 percent in 2005 to 8 percent in 2014, based again on 1988-1990  

consumption (Ministry for Food, Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, Government of Korea). 
 

31
 For example, considering quantity of domestic production (excluding import) and consumption of rice 

(polished rice), the former and the latter are estimated 4.8 million and 3.7 million tons, respectively, in 2008 

(Korea National Statistics Office). 
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vector of resources X used in processing and of the quantity R of raw product delivered by 

members; and WX is the cost of resources, excluding raw product, used in processing. 

Suppose that the cooperative utilizes its resources optimally to maximize the NRP at 

any level of R.  The optimized NRP :  

(2)                    NRP = Max {Pf(X, R) – WX, ∀ R}  
 X 

From the first order condition, we have 

(3)                       
        

  
 = W 

NMRP is the change in the maximized NRP induced by an additional unit of raw product.  

That is, it is marginal revenue product less marginal processing cost:  

(4)          NMRP = 
    

  
 = 

          –   

  
 = 

        

  
 - 

    

  
 , 

where 
        

  
 and 

    

  
 are marginal revenue product and marginal processing cost, 

respectively.  In contrast, NARP is NRP per unit R, that is per-unit (average) revenue less 

per-unit (average) processing cost, excluding the cost of raw product: 

(5)          NARP =  
   
 

 = 
        –   

 
 = 

       

 
 - 

   

 
 , 

where 
       

 
 and 

   

 
 are average revenue product and processing cost, respectively.  

Finally, S(R) is the horizontal sum of farmer-members’ marginal costs of producing the raw 

product.  S(R) thus represents, at given R, the farm cost of producing one more unit of the 

raw commodity.   

Figure 3.1 depicts the NMRP, NARP, and S(R).  As raw-product volume rises, NARP 

first rises also because average processing cost falls as volume grows.  Thereafter, NARP 

declines as diminishing returns to fixed resources sets in or as output price P begins to fall.  

NARP equals NMRP at the maximum NARP because average equals marginal processing cost 
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where average cost is a minimum.  Among the multitude of objectives under which 

marketing cooperatives might operate, I follow Buccola (1994) in assessing three maximands: 

(1) price paid members per unit of raw product delivered, (2) member total income, and (3) 

quantity of raw product subject to non-negative farm-plus-processing income.   

Figure 3.1 shows these three alternative objectives.  Given raw-product supply S(R), 

objective (1) is achieved at maximum NARP because NARP represents the full per-unit price 

the cooperative can pay each member for raw product delivered.  This full raw-product price, 

being output price less per-unit processing cost at given R, includes the initial or transfer 

price paid and the subsequent per-unit patronage dividend.
32

  Objective (2) is achieved 

where S(R) intersects NMRP.  This is the member-income-maximizing point because the 

cooperative there equates marginal cost of farm production to net marginal revenue from 

final-good sale.  Objective (3) is achieved where S(R) intersects the NARP curve because, at 

any higher raw-product volume, the full raw-product price (height of NARP curve) is less 

than the minimum price a member would accept (height of the S(R)). 

3.2.1. Possible Equilibria in Marketing Cooperatives 

The objective function in equation (2), treating member deliveries R as a parameter, 

corresponds to Helmberger and Hoos (1962), who assume marketing cooperatives process 

whatever raw product members choose to deliver.  Recall that NARP specifies the maximum 

break-even full price (initial payment plus dividend) the cooperative can pay members for 

given R.  Thus, in figure 3.2, Helmberger and Hoos’ equilibrium occurs at point D, where 

S(R)2 intersects NARP, the corresponding raw-product price being HD.  That solution is 

equivalent to objective (3) in figure 3.1.  It often is associated with open-membership 

cooperatives.  

                                                           
32

 Initial price indicates the possible price of the raw product set according to S(R), but it is not necessarily 

the market price of the raw product. 
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If the cooperative instead employs a restricted-membership policy, the raw-product 

supply curve S(R) it faces generally will shift to the left, as some members who might have 

sought membership are excluded.  An alternative equilibrium, associated with restricted-

membership cooperatives and first suggested by Clark (1952), can thus be characterized at 

point B in figure 3.2, where S(R)1 intersects the maximum NARP.  This solution satisfies the 

cooperative’s break-even condition because the member price-received, FB, is the 

cooperative’s full per-unit net return.  Full price is maximized where NARP is highest.  

Thus, the cooperative objective defined by Clark (1952) is identical to point (1) in figure 3.1 

in that the latter maximizes the full price.   

Another solution provided by LeVay (1983b) is that the cooperative maximizes the 

feasible quantity of the raw product delivered by setting price at NMRP point C in figure 3.2, 

equivalent to objective (2) in figure 3.1.  This can be considered the first-best optimum in 

that it maximizes member welfare for a given S(R) function.  But it cannot generate the 

break-even condition because NMRP is unequal to NARP at except at maximum NARP 

(Sexton 1989).  Buccola (1994) argues that this LeVay (1983b) solution is socially optimal 

in the short run.  Nevertheless, per-unit patronage dividend EC in this solution, namely full 

price EG less initial transfer price CG in figure 3.2, renders the delivery quantity non-optimal 

because the positive dividend encourages members to deliver OJ rather than OG. 

Sexton’s (1986) game theory model of cooperation rejects LeVay’s (1983b) solution, 

predicting cooperatives will operate close to the maximum NARP, close to Clark’s (1952) 

solution.  Sexton et al’s (1989) examination of California cotton ginning cooperatives 

supports the game-theory prediction.  However, Boyle’s (2004) study of Irish dairy 

cooperatives suggests instead that coop raw-product pricing is similar to a profit-maximizing 

firm.  Supporting LeVay’s (1983b) hypothesis, Irish dairy coop raw-milk prices are 

determined where S(R) intersects NMRP, but not at maximum NARP. 
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The variety of observed cooperative pricing solutions suggests there is no unique one.  

Royer (2007) insists a cooperative’s ability to pursue a variety of objectives implies that 

judgments about cooperative performance should not be made on the basis of theoretical 

arguments alone.  Rafat et al. (2009) also argue, in their review paper, that empirical studies 

typically fail to employ a clear theoretical framework when addressing cooperative objectives, 

and that a gap therefore is present between theory and empirical assessment.  In general, the 

feasibility and optimality of a cooperative’s equilibrium appears to depend on context.  

Empirical studies are needed to not only identify possibilities for improved performance but 

to spur further development of the theory of cooperatives and other collective organizations. 

3.2.2. Comparing Cooperative and IOF Equilibria 

A key difference between the cooperative and competitive IOF is that the latter chooses raw-

product volume R as well as processing inputs X in the face of given factor prices, while the 

former treats R as a parameter, subject to board and member control.  The IOF’s profit 

function can be expressed as:  

(6)                     π(P, W, r) = Pf(X, R) – WX – rR,  

where r is raw-product price.  Its decision problem then is: 

(7)                      Max π = {Pf(X, R) – WX – rR}   
X, R 

The first-order condition of the solution to (7) can be decomposed into the optimal choices of 

X and R, namely: 

(8)                  
        

  
 = W  and  

             

  
 = r  

The first condition in (8) corresponds to a cooperative’s maximization of NRP at given R – as 

in equation (3) – and the second condition equalizes NMRP with the cooperative’s payment r 

for a unit of raw product.  That is, we have 
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(9)                  NMRP = 
    

  
 = 

             

  
  = r 

The IOF thus performs the same optimization condition that LeVay (1983b) calls for when he 

equates NMRP with marginal farm cost S(R) – that is point C in figure 3.2 – but only if one 

identifies marginal farm cost with raw-product supply. 

In the long-run, the IOF’s solution must be a zero-profit one (Sexton et al. 1989): 

(10)                  π(P, W, r) = Pf(X, R) – WX – rR = 0  

Since, from equation (1), NRP(P, W, R) = Pf(X, R) – WX , equation (10) is expressed for the 

cooperative as 

(11)                        NRP(P, W, R) – rR = 0 

Differentiating NRP with respect to R and dividing by R gives 

(12)                 NMRP  =  
    

  
 =  r  = 

   

 
 =  NARP. 

This condition occurs at maximum NARP, where NMRP equals NARP.  Thus, requiring zero 

profit in the IOF competitive equilibrium produces a result equivalent to Clark’s (1952) 

cooperative solution.  That is, if the cooperative achieves the LeVay or Clark equilibrium, it 

is efficient in employing processing inputs and in pricing raw product.  

3.3. Empirical Methodology 

3.3.1. Specifying the NRP and Farm Cost Function 

This study’s objective is to identify the cooperative’s equilibrium by incorporating marginal 

farm cost S(R) into the cooperative’s NMRP and NARP system.  I then will be able to assess 

the cooperative’s allocative efficiency in a general way. 

I assume NRP and marginal cost S(R) each take the translog form.  Maintaining linear 

homogeneity in the NRP function by normalizing inputs prices by output price p, I obtain the 

estimable form  
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(13)  ln (NRP/p)it = αo + αL ln(w/p)it + αK ln(v/p)it + αE ln(e/p)it + αS ln(s/p)it + αR lnRit  

+ 1/2 αLLln(w/p)it
2 

+ 1/2 αKK ln(v/p)it
2
 + 1/2 αEE ln(e/p)it

2 
+ 1/2 αSS ln(s/p)it

2
  

+ 1/2 αRR lnRit
2
 + αLK ln(w/p)it ln(v/p)it + αLE ln(w/p)it ln(e/p)it + αLS ln(w/p)it ln(s/p)it  

+ αKEln(v/p)itln(e/p)it + αKSln(v/p)itln(s/p)it + αESln(e/p)itln(s/p)it + αRLln(w/p)itlnRit 

+ αRKln(v/p)it lnRit + αRE ln(e/p)it lnRit + αRS ln(s/p)it lnRit,  

where w, v, e, and s are wage rate, capital price, energy price, and price of other services, 

respectively, and Rit is the quantity of raw rice members deliver to cooperative i at time t. 

Logarithmically differentiating the normalized NRP with respect to normalized input prices 

gives the following input shares (Hotelling’s lemma): 

(14)  -SL = - (
  

   
)it = αL + αLLln(w/p)it + αLKln(v/p)it + αLEln(e/p)it + αLSln(s/p)it + αRLlnRit 

(15)  -SK = - (
  

   
)it = αK + αLKln(w/p)it + αKKln(v/p)it + αKEln(e/p)it + αKSln(s/p)it+ αRKlnRit 

(16)  -SE = - (
  

   
)it = αE + αLEln(w/p)it + αKEln(v/p)it + αEEln(e/p)it + αESln(s/p)it + αRElnRit 

(17)  -SS = - (
  

   
)it  = αS + αLSln(w/p)it + αKSln(v/p)it + αESln(e/p)it + αSSln(s/p)it + αRSlnRit 

Normalized NRP is estimated jointly with equation system (13), (14), (15), (16), and (17) by 

Zellner’s seemingly unrelated regression (SUR).  We impose 24 linear constraints of 

parametric equality across equations. 

Recall that S(R) is the horizontal sum of members’ marginal farm costs.  I specify it in 

translog form, applying symmetry and normalizing input prices by the capital price in order 

to maintain input-price linear homogeneity: 

(18)  ln (C/k)jt = βo + βL ln(l /k)jt + βM ln(m /k)jt + βF ln(f /k)jt + βR lnRjt  

+ 1/2 βLL ln(l /k) jt
2 

+ 1/2 βMM ln(m /k) jt
2
 + 1/2 βFF ln(f /k) jt

2 
+ 1/2 βRR lnRjt

2
  

+ βLM ln(l /k) jt ln(m /k) jt + βLF ln(l /k)jt ln(f /k)jt + βMF ln(m /k)jt ln(f /k)jt  

+ βRL ln(l /k) lnRjt + βRM ln(m /k)jt lnRjt + βRF ln(f /k)jt lnRjt ,  
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where l, m , f ,and k are farm wage rate, farm materials price, land rental rate, and capital 

price, respectively, and Rjt is quantity of delivered farm good in region j and time t.
33

  

Optimal input shares are derived by successively log differentiating normalized cost with 

respect to normalized input prices (Shephard’s lemma): 

(19)    SL = (
  

 
)jt = βL + βLLln(l / k)jt + βLM ln(m / k)jt + βLF ln(f / k)jt + βRL lnRjt  

(20)    SM = (
  

 
)jt = βM + βLM ln(l / k)jt + βMM ln(m / k)jt + βMF ln(f / k)jt + βRL lnRjt 

(21)    SF = (
  

 
)jt = βF + βLFln(l / k)jt + βMF ln(m / k)jt + βFF ln(f / k)jt + βRF lnRjt    

Equation system (19) – (21) is jointly estimated, along with (18), (19), (20) and (21), by SUR, 

maintaining 15 linear cross-equation conditions.  Rather than estimate the capital share 

equation, I recover its parameters through the linear homogeneity condition that cost shares 

sum to one, maintained by requiring that βL + βK + βM+ βF =1,    ij = 0, and    ij = 0, 

where i, j = l, k, m, and f (Greene, 2008).  Employing these NRP and S(R) specifications and 

figure 3.2, I now examine the following hypotheses about how cooperatives make raw-

product pricing and volume decisions. 

3.3.2. Hypothesis (1): Cooperative pricing equilibrium occurs where farm supply S(R) 

intersects the maximum point on the NARP function (Clark’s solution) 

Such equilibrium, point B in figure 3.2, also is the solution to the IOF’s profit-maximization 

problem when long-run competition forces profit to zero (Clark 1952).  In this sense, it is a 

reasonable standard for fully efficient raw-product pricing in a cooperative. 

To test Hypothesis (1), I rearrange equation (12) to express the condition that the 

NRP’s elasticity with respect to raw-product volume R (εNRP, R) be unity.  The condition 

holds at maximum NARP, where NMRP = NARP, so that (Sexton et al. 1989)   

                                                           
33

 Region (j) represents provinces in which RPCs are located.  Most rice farmers in each province 

are members of respective cooperatives. 
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(22)        
    

  
 =  

   

 
   

Since 
    

  
  

 

   
 = εNRP, R = 1 at this point, it can be tested by specifying the null 

hypothesis that the NRP elasticity be unity, where t = (  NRP, R -1) / standard error.  For doing 

so, I log-differentiate the normalized NRP function with respect to R:  

(23)  (
           

    
)it =   R +   RRlnRit +   RLln(w/p)it +  RKln(v/p)it +  REln(e/p)it +  RSln(s/p)it 

then evaluate it at every data point to generate the sample for obtaining the standard error.  

Failure to reject the null implies the cooperative’s equilibrium occurs where S(R) intersects 

maximum NARP.  If the null is rejected, we must search for another equilibrium.  Because 

the cooperative rice processing centers in the present study vary substantially in size, I will 

conduct the NRP elasticity test successively for small, medium, and large centers. 

3.3.3. Hypotheses (2) and (3): Cooperative equilibrium occurs where farm supply S(R) 

intersects NMRP (LeVay solution) or NARP (Helmberger-Hoos solution). 

Rejecting Hypothesis (1) implies equilibrium can occur at either the intersection of S(R) and 

NMRP – point C in figure 3.2 – or of S(R) and NARP, point D.  To test these two 

possibilities, I may compare actual mean raw-product deliveries R with the means defined 

by the two alternative equilibria, respectively   S(R)=NMRP  (Hypothesis 2) and   S(R)=NARP 

(Hypothesis 3).  The null of Hypothesis 2 is that    and   S(R)=NMRP differ nonsignificantly 

from one another, and of Hypothesis 3 that R and   S(R)=NARP differ nonsignificantly, each 

testable through difference-in-means tests.
34
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 and   , n, and S are the mean of R, sample size, and 

standard deviation, respectively (Wackerly et al. 1996).  
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The first step in deriving RS(R)=NMRP and RS(R)=NARP is to compute the farm marginal 

costs associated with farm cost function (18).  Given fitted total farm cost   jt = exp (ln  jt) 

in region j at time t, marginal cost (MCjt) representing the S(R)jt is derived as 

(24)   (MC)jt = (
  

 
 jt Χ [   R +   RRlnRjt +   RLln(l / k)jt +   RMln(m / k)jt +   RFln(f / k)jt], 

where the term in the square bracket is cost elasticity with respect to R.  The next step is to 

derive NMRPit and NARPit from the NRP function estimate, equation (13).  Using the fitted 

NRP, that is    Pit = exp (ln   Pit) at cooperative center i and time t, we have 

(25)  NMRPit = (
    

 
)it Χ [  R +  RRlnRit +  RLln(w/p)it +  RKln(v/p)it +  REln(e/p)it +  RS ln(s/p)it]. 

(26)     NARPit = (
    

 
)it, 

The first term of the right-hand side of (25) is the NARP, and the term in square bracket the 

NRP elasticity with respect to R.  Thus, (25) is equivalent to NMRPit = NARPit Χ (εNRP, R)it.  

I compute raw rice quantity R at which S(R) intersects NMRP (or NARP) at each observation 

by equating MCjt to NMRPit (and NARPit ) respectively as 

(27)              (RS(R)=NMRP)it :  MCjt = ( 
    

 
)it Χ (εNRP, R)it 

(28)              (RS(R)=NARP)it :  MCjt = ( 
    

 
)it 

Evaluating equations (27) and (28) at each data point allows us to derive the mean and 

standard deviation of RS(R)=NMRP and RS(R)=NARP.  Hypotheses (2) and (3) are tested for the 

entire sample and three cooperative-size sub-samples. 

3.4. Data and Variable Measurement 

I use 2002-2008 data from the 166 cooperative Regional Rice Processing Centers (RPCs) 

provided by the National Agricultural Cooperative Federation of Korea.  Each RPC’s NRP is 
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computed as the difference between its gross revenue and total processing cost exclusive of 

raw-rice cost.  Gross revenue is deflated by the Korean Consumer Price Index (2005=100).  

Output price P in these revenues is computed as the ratio of gross revenue to processed-rice 

volume.  Processing inputs consist of capital (K), labor (L), energy (E), and other services 

(S).   

Capital expenditure is measured as the opportunity cost of (interest on) depreciated 

capital stock.
35

 Capital stock is obtained by perpetual inventory method: Kit = Iit + (1-θit)Kit-1, 

where Kit is buildings and machinery, Iit is investment, and θit is depreciation rate, at RPC i in 

time t.  In most RPCs, asset service lives (T) are 20 and 8 years respectively for buildings 

and machinery.  Hence, respective depreciation rates θ= 1/T are 5% and 12.5%.  Capital 

stock is deflated by the National Gross Fixed Capital Formation deflator (2005=100).  

Capital expenditure is then obtained by multiplying stock by the weighted-average loan rate, 

deflated by the CPI (Bank of Korea).   

Labor compensation includes wages and other benefits.  CPI-deflated wage rate is 

total labor compensation divided by the annual hours worked by full and part-time RPC 

employees.  Unlike in other Korean manufacturing, RPCs face a mixed price system for 

energy (electricity and oil) use.  Different electricity prices apply depending on the 

production process.  General-manufacturing price rates apply to the milling process, while 

the lower prices apply to the storage process.  Because oil is used in storage, its price is 

exempted from tax.  Annual electricity and oil prices are respectively obtained from the 

Korean Electric Power Corporation and the Ministry for Food, Agriculture, Forestry and 

Fisheries of Korea.  I compute energy price by combining per-kW-hour (kWh) electricity 

and oil rates, and deflating with the Producer Price Index (PPI, 2005=100).  Per-liter oil 
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 In Korea, agricultural cooperatives have tax exemption or reduction benefit on their fixed asset.  Thus, I use 

interest rate and depreciation rate, excluding tax, to measure the capital expenditure. 
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prices are converted to an hourly basis assuming the average quantity (24 liters) of oil used 

per hour. 

Prices of other processing and handling services, such as for packing materials, 

maintenance, transportation, insurance, and related services, are measured as aggregate rates 

per worker hour.
36

  For this I divide services’ expenditures, deflated by the CPI (2005=100), 

by annual hours worked by full and part-time employees.  NRPs and input costs are 

measured in Korean (million) won, each input share computed by dividing each deflated 

input cost by the deflated NRP.  

Rice-farming cost data for each farmer-members are unavailable.  I instead use 

province-level 2002-2008 rice farming cost data in the eight provinces in which RPCs are 

located.  Since most rice farmers belong to a cooperative in their own province, provincial 

data are best suited for farm cost estimation.  Farm costs are obtained from the Korean 

National Statistics Office.  Farm input prices consist of farm wage rate (l), farm materials 

price (m), rental rate of farm land (f), and interest rate on depreciated capital (k).  They are 

available per-ten-are (1 hectare = 100 are) of rice cultivation.  Farm wage rate is computed 

for both self- and employed-labor.  Farm materials consist of seeds, fertilizers, pesticides, 

and other chemicals.  Input prices are deflated by the Index of Prices Paid by Farmers 

(2005=100), including household-consumption commodities, farm-production materials, and 

farm wages.  Area-based total costs and input prices are converted to a per-ton yield basis 

using yields per hectare rate reported by the Korean National Statistics Office.  Price 

indexes used for deflating all NRP and rice-farm cost function variables are from the Korean 

National Statistics Office. 

  

                                                           
36

 If we exclude the cost of other services in the estimation of the NRP system, parameter estimates may be 

biased or inconsistent because of omitted variables.  Since measuring service price is cumbersome, I use the 

unit price per worker per hour.  
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3.5. Results and Discussion 

3.5.1. NRP and Farmer Cost Function Estimates 

Parameter estimates of the normalized NRP function (equation 13) are reported in table 3.1.  

Most are statistically significant, and model explanatory power is high (R
2
=0.99).  On the 

basis of a Breusch-Pagan Lagrange Multiplier (B-P LM) test [χ
2
(10) = 4,663.03], I reject at 

the 1% significance level the null hypothesis that the disturbances of the NRP and input-share 

equations (14, 15, 16, and 17) are independent of each other.  Joint estimation of these two 

equations by SUR therefore is asymptotically efficient.  A rational cooperative's NRP 

function is monotonically decreasing and convex in normalized input prices.  The 

monotonicity property can be checked by verifying that the fitted input shares are positive.  

For convexity, we require positive semi-definiteness of Hessian matrix [∂
2
nrp / ∂wiwj], where 

nrp and w are, respectively, NRP and input prices normalized by output price, and i, j = l, k, e, 

and s.  Fitted input shares of the normalized NRP estimates are positive at every observation.  

And at data means, the determinant of the NRP Hessian matrix and its principal minors are all 

positive, ensuring convexity in normalized input prices (table 3.3).
37

 

Table 3.2 shows the normalized rice farm cost function (equation 18) estimates.  

Similar to the normalized NRP function, most parameter estimates are statistically significant 

and model explanatory power is very high (R
2
=0.99).  The B-P LM test [χ

2
(10) = 39.92] 

suggests that disturbances of the normalized cost function and its input share equations are 

correlated with one another, so that the FGLS estimator (SUR) yields asymptotically efficient 

estimates.  For the cost function to be non-decreasing and concave in the normalized input 

prices, fitted input shares should be positive and Hessian matrix [∂
2
c / ∂wiwj ] negative semi-

definite, where c is cost, w is the vector of input prices normalized by capital price k, and i, j 
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 I obtain ∂nrp/∂wj = (nrp/wj ) Χ (αj +    ij lnwi +  Rj lnR) by exponentiating (13) and differentiating with 

respect to wj.  Baesd on this, I derive the Hessian matrix [∂
2
nrp/∂wiwj] and compute its principal minors. 
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= l, m, and f.  I find the fitted input shares in the cost function estimates are positive at every 

observation.  And table 3.3 shows the Hessian matrix evaluated at data means is negative 

definite, its principal minors alternating in sign, beginning with the negative.  Thus, the 

normalized cost function satisfies a cost function's curvature properties.  Moreover, fitted 

total cost is positively correlated (0.99) with the quantity of raw rice production, implying as 

required that cost is strictly increasing in output.   

3.5.2. Observed Cooperative Equilibria 

Table 3.4a reports NRP elasticities with respect to raw rice output R, both for the entire 

sample and for small, medium, and large rice processing centers.  The overall elasticity, 

evaluated at the data means through equation (23), is 1.024 and the null hypothesis that εNRP, R 

= 1 is rejected at the 1% significance level (upper-tail test, t-statistic = 2.41).  Thus, the 

overall NRP elasticity is statistically greater than unity.  If and only if NMRP exceeds NARP 

to the left of maximum NARP (figure 3.2) does the NRP elasticity exceed unity: 

(29)             
    

  
 > 

   

 
 so that  

    

  
  

 

   
 = εNRP, R > 1 

For the representative cooperative rice processing center, overall equilibrium appears to occur 

to the left of the maximum NARP. 

Identical tests were conducted for the small-, medium-, and large-cooperative subsets, 

in which the bottom 30 percent of the size range is defined as small, the 30
th

 to 70
th

 percentile 

as medium, and above the 70
th

 percentile as large.  Estimated NRP elasticities in the small 

and medium RPCs were 1.048 and 1.024, respectively (table 3.4a).  For both, the null 

hypothesis of unitary NRP elasticity is rejected at the 1% significance level (upper-tail test, t-

statistics = 3.40 and 2.42, respectively).  So, the overall equilibrium implied by equation (29) 

also applies to small and medium RPCs.  However, with the large RPCs, I fail to reject the 
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null hypothesis of a unitary NRP elasticity (t-statistic = -0.08).  The latter result – identical 

to Clark’s (1952) equilibrium – indicates that, assuming the cost of non-raw-rice processing 

inputs is minimized, only large RPCs achieve the efficient equilibrium, point H in figure 3.3.  

Note also that the large-RPC equilibrium is similar to the IOF solution under the zero-profit 

long-run-competitive condition.  Thus, if large RPCs utilize non-raw-rice processing inputs 

optimally, their raw-rice pricing is efficient, maximizing the full price paid to farmers.  In 

California cotton ginning, Sexton et al. (1989) suggest that cooperatives operate very near to 

the maximum NARP.  They find the NRP elasticity with respect to raw cotton output to be 

almost unitary (1.0095), ranging from 1.0052 to 1.0139, although account of the small sample 

size, a formal test is not conducted. 

Unexpectedly, as with the small- and medium-sized RPCs, overall equilibrium occurs 

to the left of maximum NARP.  And, as I have said, the large-RPC equilibrium is achieved 

at maximum NARP.  Thus, the LeVay and Helmberger-Hoos equilibria, Hypotheses (2) and 

(3) are rejected.  Korean agricultural cooperatives, including those working together to 

operate RPCs, do maintain the open-membership policies normally thought to be conducive 

to a LeVay or Helmberger-Hoos solution.  However, the Korean situation does not conform 

to the Helmberger-Hoos assumption that farmers deliver their entire output to a particular 

cooperative.  They can sell to an IOF or a smaller milling facility as well.  It is easy to 

imagine a situation in which cooperatives over-invest in processing capacity and find 

themselves under-supplied with raw rice.  In those situations, they would operate to the left 

of their maximum NARP in spite of an open membership policy. 

I first confirm the finding that possible equilibria – namely points at which S(R) 

intersects NMRP or NARP – are, other than in large RPCs, located to the left of maximum 

NARP (figure 3.3).  I do so through the test for a difference between two means, in this case 

between the quantity at maximum NARP (RNMRP=NARP) and the quantities at the two 
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respective possible equilibria (RS(R)=NMRP and RS(R)=NARP).  If the mean at the latter two falls 

short of the former, the finding is validated.  The eighth and ninth rows in table 3.4b report 

the results of these difference tests.  For the sample as a whole, null hypotheses   S(R)=NMRP = 

  NMRP=NARP and   S(R)=NARP =   NMRP=NARP are rejected at 10% and 5% significance, 

respectively.  For small and medium RPCs, the null hypothesis is rejected at 1% significance 

(all lower-tail tests).  I may confidently conclude that   S(R)=NMRP and   S(R)=NARP are each 

statistically less than   NMRP=NARP. 

To identify which of   S(R)=NMRP and   S(R)=NARP best corresponds to the data, I now test 

the difference between the means of actual member deliveries R and deliveries at these two 

points, the respective null hypotheses being that    =   S(R)=NMRP and    =   S(R)=NARP.  I 

reject both null hypothesis at 1% significance (fifth and sixth rows of table 3.4b).  Thus, 

other than in large RPCs, an exact equilibrium cannot be identified from this test.  However, 

intersection of S(R) with NMRP is an infeasible equilibrium because, to the left of maximum 

NARP, NMRP exceeds NARP at given R, implying initial transfer price (height of NMRP) 

exceeds full price (height of NARP).  The cooperative would be in financial deficit.   

I can confirm the above claim by checking whether mean RS(R)=NMRP exceeds mean 

RS(R)=NARP.  As shown in figure 3.3, NMRP exceeds NARP to the left of maximum NARP so 

that, assuming upward-sloping S(R), RS(R)=NMRP  > RS(R)=NARP.  As in table 3.4b (seventh 

row),   S(R)=NMRP is greater than   S(R)=NARP at 5% and 10% significance, respectively (upper-

tail test) among small- and medium-sized RPCs.  And although I did not find statistical 

evidence from the difference test that   S(R)=NMRP  >   S(R)=NARP, calculated   S(R)=NMRP 

exceeds calculated   S(R)=NARP in the entire sample.  Thus, except for large RPCs, 

equilibrium appears to occur where S(R) intersects NARP to the left of maximum NARP 

(point F in figure 3.3). 
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In general, the results show that overall cooperative equilibrium, and the raw-rice 

pricing it implies, does not conform to the cost minimization depicted in equations (8) and 

(12).  To check the robustness of that result, I performed, as in Conrad and Ungar (1987) 

and Boyle (2004), a log-likelihood ratio (LR) test discriminating between the raw-rice pricing 

behavior of a cost-minimizing IOF and a cooperative that minimizes the cost of non-raw-rice 

processing inputs only.  Such LR test suggests cooperative equilibrium occurs where S(R) 

intersects NARP to the left of maximum NARP (see Appendix). 

3.5.3. Productive Efficiency in Processing-Inputs Utilization 

Suppose, except for the largest ones, that rice processing centers operate at the equilibrium I 

have observed, namely at the intersection of S(R) and NARP to the left of maximum NARP 

(point F in figure 3.3).  The cooperative NRP then is given by area OEFG in figure 3.3.  

Note, however, that in the overall sample and in small and medium RPCs, actual raw 

deliveries R fall short of observed equilibrium RS(R)=NARP.  It follows that, in figure 3.3, if 

actual R is for instance OD rather than OG, actual NRP must be area OBCD < OEFG.  

Hence, cooperatives incur a NRP loss (OEFG-OBCD) by failing to operate at point F in 

figure 3.3.   

The above results imply that RPCs, especially small and medium-sized ones, do not 

minimize total cost.  The inoptimality is tied to the underutilization of raw rice, and that may 

have resulted from the decline of rice production and consumption during the past two 

decades.  Rice processing center construction began in 1991, and almost 70% of the centers 

were in operation by 1995.  RPC capacity at time of construction likely coincided with 

demand.  For instance, average rice consumption and production during the three years prior 

to RPC construction (1988-1990) were 5.134 and 5.852 million tons, respectively.  Since 

then, consumption has fallen by about 30% and production by 20% .  In particular, 

consumption during the 2007-2009 period was only 3.673 million tons and production only 
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4.722 million tons (Korean National Statistics Office, Korean Ministry of Food, Agriculture, 

Forestry, and Fisheries).  Rice processing centers thus may be facing over-capacity and thus 

capital under-utilization. 

In contrast, large rice processing centers appear to have been processing the 

equilibrium rice quantity depicted by OJ in figure 3.3.  I fail to reject the null hypothesis of 

no difference between the mean of large RPCs' actual deliveries R and equilibrium 

RNMRP=NARP (table 3.5).  Hence, only large RPCs appear to be achieving allocative efficiency 

in the sense of utilizing a cost-minimizing volume of raw rice, and a raw-rice price that 

would call forth that quantity. 

3.5.4. Discussion and Policy Implications 

Consider the cooperatives operating to the left of maximum NARP, namely the small and 

medium RPCs.  These face an upward-sloping NARP curve, or equivalently a downward-

sloping average processing cost curve.  Hence, scale economies are present because average 

processing cost falls as raw-rice quantity rises.  Processing scale matters for the efficient 

operation of small-and medium-sized RPCs. 

For these firms, a pricing efficiency can be achieved similar to the larger firms by 

raising S(R)2 to S(R)1 or by shifting the NARP curve upward, as in figure 3.3 (Royer).  The 

former may be achieved by expanding membership and the latter by reducing processing 

costs.  As noted earlier, rice production and consumption recently have fallen in Korea and 

an individual cooperative’s chance of boosting its membership thus appears small.  

Encouraging mergers among nearby RPCs would be more promising way to reduce average 

processing cost by lifting supply in the presence of scale economies.  Members of merging 

cooperatives join together in the merged unit; and processing facilities can be adjusted to 

eliminate the excess capacity.  In particular, processing functions in the merged RPC 

presumably will be allocated to the facilities which are most efficient in scale, technology, 
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and location, taking into account the number, sizes, and locations of the member farms.  The 

NARP curve of the merged cooperatives shifts upward from the mean of the original NARP 

curves, allowing the merged S(R) to intersect maximum NARP, as shown by OJ in figure 3.3. 

To verify this claim, I test Hypotheses (1), (2) and (3) for RPCs that merged during the 

sample period.
38

  I find that the merged RPCs achieved an efficient equilibrium at the 

maximum NARP by maximizing the NRP after the merger.  As shown in table 3.6, pre-

merger mean NRP elasticity at the to-be-merged RPCs exceeded unity (εNRP, R = 1.03) at the 1% 

significance level (t = 2.99).  And I fail to reject the null hypothesis of unitary mean NRP 

elasticity after the merger [εNRP, R = 0.998, t = -0.12].  Moreover, on the basis of a lower-tail 

test (t = -13.06), pre-merger actual deliveries R were significantly less than observed 

equilibrium (RS(R)=NARP).  I fail to reject the null that actual R = RNMRP=NARP following the 

merger (t = 1.10).  In sum, evidence suggests that promoting merger can effectively improve 

overall RPC efficiency. 

3.6. Summary and Conclusions 

The objective of this study has been to assess pricing efficiency in Korean cooperative rice 

processing complexes (RPCs) and, if necessary, to identify ways to improve that efficiency.  

For this purpose, I used 166 RPCs' 2002-2008 revenue and cost data to estimate their net 

revenue product and farmer-member rice cost functions.  Combining farm supply with net 

revenue product information, I then identified alternative cooperative equilibria by comparing 

actual deliveries with farm marginal cost, net average revenue product, and net marginal 

revenue product functions.  The comparisons were conducted separately for small, medium, 

and large rice processing centers. 

                                                           
38

 The number of cooperative RPCs has decreased from 200 in 2002 to 166 in 2008 through merger. 
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     On the basis of their observed behavior, I do not reject the Clark solution -- where 

marginal farm cost intersects maximum NARP -- in the case of the large cooperative rice 

processing centers, which appear therefore to be efficient in pricing raw rice (Sexton 1986).  

However, among small- and medium-sized cooperative centers, and in the sample as a whole, 

the LeVay, Helmberger-Hoos, and Clark hypotheses are all rejected, as farm marginal cost is 

found to intersect NARP to the left of the NARP maximum.  Or perhaps we can think of that 

intersection as a subset of the Helmberger-Hoos solution, because these smaller coops do 

operate where S(R) intersects NARP, and furthermore away from the NARP maximum.  

Only the large cooperatives therefore appear to be efficient in rice resource utilization.  In 

the aggregate, furthermore, Korean rice cooperatives are inefficient in that utilization. 

Assuming cooperatives are price-takers in the processed rice market, operation to the 

left of the maximum of an upward-sloping NARP curve implies that processing scale 

economies are present.  Small- and medium-size cooperatives therefore are, on average, 

operating at inefficient scale and technology.  They can improve that efficiency to the 

standard of large processing centers by reducing their capacity and rationalizing their 

processing-and-handling facilities. 

Korean rice markets have become increasingly competitive on account of more market-

oriented government policies and a simultaneous rise in rice imports.  At the same time, 

Korean rice consumption and production have declined.  Encouraging local cooperative 

mergers appears to be an effective way of meeting this competitive challenge from investor-

owned firms by enhancing raw-rice price efficiency.  I do in fact find evidence that post-

merger rice processing centers have moved toward an efficient equilibrium, where net 

average revenue product is maximized.   
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Table 3.1. Parameter Estimates of the Rice Processing Center NRP Function 

Parameter Estimated coefficient Parameter Estimated coefficient 

αL -0.3797***  (0.0173) αKS -0.0019**  (0.0009) 

αK -0.2204***  (0.0151) αES 0.0006     (0.0008) 

αE -0.0511***  (0.0135) αR 1.7445***  (0.1705) 

αS -0.2755***  (0.0201) αRR -0.0513***  (0.0196) 

αLL -0.0285***  (0.0010) αRL 0.0268***  (0.0013) 

αKK -0.0151***  (0.0022) αRK 0.0180***  (0.0010) 

αEE 0.0007      (0.0016) αRE 0.0054***  (0.0009) 

αSS -0.0230***  (0.0011) αRS 0.0178***  (0.0015) 

αLK 0.0016*     (0.0009) Constant -5.594***  (0.7601) 

αLE -0.0016**   (0.0008) R
2
 0.9995 

αLS 0.0040***   (0.0009) 
Breusch-Pagan 

LM χ
2
(10) 

4663.03 

αKE 0.0016      (0.0015) OBS 1272 

 

Note: *, **, and *** indicate statistical significance at 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively.  Number in the 

parenthesis is the asymptotic standard error.  The null hypothesis for the Breusch-Pagan LM test is that the 

disturbances of equations of the system are independent. 
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Table 3.2. Parameter Estimates of Rice Farmer Cost Function 

Parameter Estimated coefficient Parameter Estimated coefficient 

βL 0.3052***  (0.0092) βKF -0.0226***  (0.0011) 

βK 0.1368***  (0.0115) βMF -0.0965***  (0.0019) 

βM 0.3071***  (0.0092) βR 1.0048***   (0.0220) 

βF 0.2510***  (0.0106) βRR -0.0004     (0.0017) 

βLL 0.1969***  (0.0017) βRL -0.0003     (0.0007) 

βKK 0.0443***  (0.0019) βRK -0.0001     (0.0009) 

βMM 0.1778***  (0.0020) βRM -0.0011     (0.0007) 

βFF 0.2335***  (0.0025) βRF 0.0016*     (0.0008) 

βLK -0.0114***  (0.0010) Constant 1.3008***   (0.1455) 

βLM -0.0711***  (0.0012) R
2
 0.9999 

βLF -0.1144***  (0.0015) 
Breusch-Pagan 

LM χ
2
(10) 

39.915 

βKM -0.0103***  ( 0.0014) OBS 56 

 

Note: *, **, and *** indicate statistical significance at 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively.  Number in the 

parenthesis is the asymptotic standard error.  The null hypothesis for the Breusch-Pagan LM test is that the 

disturbances of equations of the system are independent.    
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Table 3.3. Curvature Properties of NRP and Rice Farm Cost Functions 

Principal minors (Dk)  NRP function Cost function of rice farming 

D1 2.0306 -4.0876 

D2 67.2011 3.3788 

D3 1,830.62 -2.2710 

D4 36,393.12  

 

Note: Hessian matrices of the normalized NRP function and cost function of rice farming are derived for the 

data means and their dimensions are 4 by 4 and 3 by 3, respectively.  Dk indicates the principal minor of order 

k.  The Hessian matrices of the normalized NRP function and cost function of rice farming are positive (Dk > 0 

for all k) and negative ((-1)
k
Dk > 0 for all k) definite, respectively.  The principal minors are computed with 

elements, divided by 10,000, of the Hessian matrices. 
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Table 3.4a. Test Results for RPC Equilibrium at Maximum NARP (Hypothesis 1) 

 Overall 

Processing Size (Percentile) 

Small 

(below 30) 

Medium 

(30-70) 

Large 

(above 70) 

Elasticity 
(1)

 

1.0236*** 

(0.0098) 

(t = 2.41) 

1.0482*** 

(0.0142) 

(t = 3.40) 

1.0236*** 

(0.0098) 

(t = 2.42) 

0.9988 

(0.0160) 

(t = -0.08) 

Minimum 0.9191 0.9664 0.9427 0.9191 

Mean 
(2)

 
1.0236 

(0.0284) 

1.0482 

(0.0229) 

1.0236 

(0.0186) 

0.9988 

(0.0220) 

Maximum 1.1753 1.1753 1.0820 1.0810 

OBS 1272 381 513 381 

 

Note: (1) is evaluated at the data means and numbers in the parenthesis are standard error and test statistic (null 

hypothesis: εNRP, R =1), respectively.  *** indicates that the alternative hypothesis (εNRP, R >1) is accepted at 1% 

significance level from upper-tail test.  (2) represents mean value of the estimated elasticities for all 

observations and number in the parenthesis is standard deviation. 
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Table 3.4b. Test Results for Hypotheses (2) and (3) 

 Overall 

Processing Size (Percentile) 

Small (below 30) Medium (30-70) 

Actual    (ton)  (A) 6,690.26 (3,686.45) 3,391.35 (863.31) 5,911.46 (837.99) 

  S(R)=NMRP (ton)  (B) 9,567.65 (5,282.14) 5,071.40 (1,632.95) 8,559.64 (1,871.47) 

  S(R)=NARP (ton)  (C) 9,466.24 (5,498.96) 4,865.86 (1,626.92) 8,379.87 (1,909.96) 

  NMRP=NARP (ton)  (D) 9,832.83 (3,546.56) 8,740.08 (2,999.70) 9,780.12 (3,121.01) 

t-statistic 
(1)

: (A), (B) 8.72*** 17.75*** 25.21*** 

t-statistic 
(2)

: (A), (C) 14.95*** 15.63*** 23.10*** 

t-statistic 
(3)

: (B), (C) 0.47 1.74** 1.52* 

t-statistic 
(4)

: (B), (D) -1.49* -20.97*** -7.57*** 

t-statistic 
(5)

: (C), (D) -2.00** -22.16*** -8.64*** 

OBS 1,272 381 513 

 

Note: (A), (B), (C), and (D) represent mean values and number in the parenthesis is standard deviation.  *** in 

(1) and (2) indicates that the null hypotheses, which are (A) = (B) and (A) = (C), respectively, are rejected at 1% 

significance level from two-tail test.  * and ** in (3) indicate that the null hypothesis, (B)=(C), is rejected at 10% 

and 5% significance level, respectively, from upper-tail test.  *, **, and *** in (4) and (5) represent that the 

null hypotheses, which are (B) = (D) and (C) = (D), respectively, are rejected at 10%, 5%, and 1% significance 

levels, respectively, from lower-tail test.  
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Table 3.5. Test Results for Efficient Processing Use of Raw Rice 

 Overall 

Processing Size (Percentile) 

Small 

(below 30) 

Medium 

(30-70) 

Large 

(above 70) 

Actual    (ton) 
(1)

 
6,690.26 

(3,686.45) 

3,391.35 

(863.31) 

5,911.46 

(837.99) 

11,031.65 

(3,625.76) 

Equilibrium 

quantity (ton)  
(2)

 

  S(R)=NARP 

9,466.24 

(5,498.96) 

  S(R)=NARP 

4,865.86 

(1,626.92) 

  S(R)=NARP 

8,379.87 

(1,909.96) 

  NMRP=NARP 

10,996.15 

(4,179.36) 

t-statistic 
(3)

 -14.95*** -15.63*** -23.10*** 0.13 

OBS 1,272 381 510 381 

 

Note: (1) and (2) represent mean values and number in the parenthesis is standard deviation.  (3) is the test 

statistic on the difference between means of (1) and (2).  The null hypothesis is (1) = (2).  *** indicates that 

the alternative hypothesis, i.e., (1) < (2), is accepted at 1% level from lower-tail test. 
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Table 3.6. Performance of Merged RPCs Before and After Merger 

 Before merger After merger 

Elasticity 
(1)

 
1.0304 (0.0102) *** 

     (t = 2.99) 

0.9980 (0.0163) 

     (t = -0.12) 

Minimum 0.9382 0.9191 

Mean 
(2)

 1.0304 (0.0304) 0.9980 (0.0272) 

Maximum 1.1753 1.0503 

Actual    (ton) 
(3)

 5,332.70 (2721.36) 12,084.93 (6109.28) 

Equilibrium 

quantity (ton)  
(4)

 
  S(R)=NARP 

7,391.11 (3959.40) 

  NMRP=NARP 

10,940.51 (3524.77) 

t-statistic 
(5)

 -13.06*** 1.10 

OBS 250 46 

 

Note: (1) is evaluated at the data means and numbers in the parenthesis are standard error and test statistic (null 

hypothesis: εNRP, R =1), respectively.  *** in (1) indicates that the alternative hypothesis (εNRP, R >1) is accepted 

at 1% significance level from upper-tail test.  (2) represents mean value of the estimated elasticities for all 

observations and number in the parenthesis is standard deviation.  (3) and (4) represent mean values and 

number in parenthesis is standard deviation.  (5) is test statistic on the difference between the means of (3) and 

(4).  *** in (5) indicates that alternative hypothesis (actual R < equilibrium quantity) is accepted at 1% 

significance level from lower-tail test.  
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Figure 3.1. Marketing Cooperative’s NMRP, NARP, and S(R) Functions 
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Figure 3.2. Possible Equilibria of Marketing Cooperatives 
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Figure 3.3. RPC’s Observed Equilibria (2002-2008) 
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Appendix: Robustness Test for Aggregate Efficient Raw-Rice Utilization 

The following robustness test is applied only to aggregate (full-sample) RPC equilibrium.  

As in equations (9) and (12), if RPCs behave as cost-minimizing IOFs, their equilibrium 

would be achieved where S(R) intersects NMRP at point B or C in figure 3.2.  However, I 

find instead that RPCs’ overall equilibrium is achieved at the intersection of S(R) and NARP 

to the left of maximum NARP (point F in figure 3.3) and therefore that aggregate production 

is inconsistent with the cost-minimizing rule. 

I examine the robustness of this finding by conducting a log-likelihood ratio (LR) test, 

following Boyle’s (2004) application of the test in Conrad and Ungar (1987).  For this test, I 

specify two different systems.  The first is a cost-minimizing system for competitive firms 

and the other an ad hoc arbitrary system for cooperatives (Boyle 2004).  If RPCs maximize 

NRP and set price raw-rice price r optimally as competitive IOFs do, raw-rice share equation 

(A.1) can be added to the main NRP system.  Thus, the cost-minimizing or so-called 

restricted system consists of equations (13), (14), (15), (16), (17), and the following: 

(A.1)  - (
  

   
)it = αR + αRLln(w/p)it + αRKln(v/p)it + αREln(e/p)it + αRSln(s/p)it + αRRlnRit 

As noted earlier, cooperatives operating RPCs purchase raw rice at a transfer price 

approved by their boards of directors and initially pay that price to members.  Thus, raw-rice 

cost rR is measured as each RPC’s expenditure for purchasing that rice from members.  It is 

deflated here by the Korean index of prices received by farmers (2005=100), which includes 

prices of grains, vegetables, fruits, livestock, and poultry.
39

  To test the null hypothesis that 

RPC pricing follows the cost-minimizing rule, I replace (A.1) with another raw-rice share 

equation in the main NRP system.  The resulting arbitrary system, which I will call the 

unrestricted system, includes equations (13), (14), (15), (16), (17), and 

                                                           
39

 Note that the price of raw rice, r, is not the same as set by IOFs. For convenience, I use the notation r.  
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(A.2)  - (
  

   
)it  = γR + γRL ln(w/p)it +γRK ln(v/p)it +γRE ln(e/p)it +γRS ln(s/p)it + γRR lnRit 

The parameters in (A.2) differ from those in (A.1).  The number of parameters is 21 in 

the restricted system and 27 in the unrestricted system because cross-equation linear 

parametric restrictions are applied to (A.1) but not to (A.2).  Based on estimation of the two 

systems by SUR, I conduct an LR test in which χ
2 
(n = 6) = -2(lnL(r)-lnL(ur)), where n is the 

number of restrictions and lnL(r) and lnL(ur) are the log-likelihood values for the restricted 

and unrestricted estimates, respectively.  If I reject the null hypothesis, aggregate RPC 

pricing occurs where S(R) intersects NARP away from the NARP maximum. 

Table 3.A.1 reports the estimation results of the two systems.  Parameter estimates are 

mostly significant and model explanatory power is high (R
2
=0.99) in both systems.  FGLS 

estimators in the restricted and the unrestricted systems are each asymptotically efficient 

because I reject the null that disturbances in equations are independent from the B-P LM test 

[ χ
2
(15) = 3,998.86 and 5,216.84, respectively].  Monotonicity and convexity are satisfied, 

as they are in the normalized NRP function estimated for the main tests.  The log-likelihood 

ratio (χ
2
(6) = 747.33) is high, rejecting the null hypothesis at the 1% significance level.  I 

therefore confirm that aggregate RPC pricing does not fit the cost-minimizing rule.  

Equivalently, aggregate equilibrium takes place on the NARP curve but away from its 

maximum.  Together with the test result for Hypothesis (1), this LR test further confirms the 

finding that aggregate RPC equilibrium is achieved where S(R) intersects NARP to the left of 

maximum NARP.  
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Table 3.A.1. Test Result on RPCs’ Pricing Behavior Compared with Cost Minimization 

Parameter Cost minimization (Restricted) Arbitrary (Unrestricted) 

αL -0.4046***  (0.0177) -0.3730***  (0.0173) 

αK -0.2186***  (0.0168) -0.2157***  (0.0151) 

αE -0.0376**   (0.0164) -0.0466***  (0.0134) 

αS -0.2906***  (0.0198) -0.2676***  (0.0201) 

αLL -0.0295***  (0.0010) -0.0283***  (0.0010) 

αKK -0.0144***  (0.0023) -0.0150***  (0.0022) 

αEE 0.0049**    (0.0020) 0.0008      (0.0016) 

αSS -0.0235***  (0.0013) -0.0227***  (0.0011) 

αLK 0.0002      (0.0010) 0.0017*     (0.0009) 

αLE -0.0040***  (0.0010) -0.0015*    (0.0008) 

αLS 0.0050***   (0.0009) 0.0042***   (0.0009) 

αKE 0.0075***   (0.0019) 0.0017      (0.0015) 

αKS -0.0032***   (0.0010) -0.0018**   (0.0009) 

αES 0.0003      (0.0009) 0.0008      (0.0008) 

αR 1.0738***   (0.1059) 1.5840***   (0.1403) 

αRR  0.0294**    (0.0115) -0.0335**   (0.0160) 

αRL  0.0280***   (0.0013) 0.0263***   (0.0013) 

αRK  0.0197***   (0.0011) 0.0177***   (0.0010) 

αRE  0.0067***   (0.0011) 0.0051***   (0.0009) 

αRS  0.0192***   (0.0015) 0.0172***   (0.0015) 

γR  4.3743***   (0.2473) 

γRR  0.0285      (0.0179) 

γRK  0.3954***   (0.0707) 

γRL  0.0463**    (0.0206) 

γRE  0.4777***   (0.0655) 

γRS  0.0168      (0.0169) 

Constant -2.7794***  (0.5095) -4.8532***  (0.6361) 

R
2
 0.9995 0.9995 

Breusch-Pagan LM test 

χ
2
(15): 

3998.86 5216.84 

Log-likelihood 17516.5 17890.2 

Log-likelihood ratio: χ
2
(6) 747.33 

Note: *, **, and *** indicate statistical significance at 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively.  Number in the 

parenthesis is the asymptotic standard error.  The null hypothesis for the Breusch-Pagan LM test is that the 

disturbances of equations of the system are independent. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

 

Trade Liberalization, Growth, and Welfare in Korean Agriculture 

 

4.1. Introduction 

Korea has transitioned from an underdeveloped to a middle-income economy in just over 

four decades.  Its gross domestic product (GDP), in current prices, has increased from $8 

billion to $833 billion at an average growth rate of 12.6 percent per year during 1970-2009 

(Bank of Korea).  International trade has been at the core of the remarkable expansion of the 

Korean economy.  Between 1970 and 2009, exports have grown by 17 percent per annum 

from $0.8 billion to $363.5 billion, and imports by 14 percent from $2 billion to $323 billion 

(Appendix table 4.A.1).  Not surprisingly, trade (import plus export) share of GDP has 

increased from 35 to 82 percent in the same period (Korea Customs Service, Bank of Korea).  

The Korean agricultural sector, however, has seen its share of GDP decrease from 29 to 

2.6 percent during the last four decades (Bank of Korea).  Moreover, Korea has become a 

large and net importer of agricultural products.   Since the Uruguay Round Agreement on 

Agriculture (URAA) in 1994, import of agricultural products has nearly tripled with the trade 

deficit widening from $5.7 billion to $11 billion (Appendix table 4.A.1). 

Compared to manufacturing and service sectors, agricultural trade liberalization has 

been a politically sensitive issue due to its range of consequences.  The sensitivity arises, in 

part, due to claims of worsening sectoral and spatial income inequalities, unemployment and 

food security often defined as self-sufficiency (Anderson and Martin 2005, Anderson and 

Valenzuela 2007).  Economic indicators on the Korean agricultural sector from the last two 

decades paint a mixed picture of its ability to adjust to global competition.  For instance, 
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labor productivity has more than doubled from 6, 462 to 14,061 Korean Won per hour for 

1992-2009 (Korea National Statistics Office).
40

  The increase in labor productivity likely 

came from capital deepening and policy attempts to increase the size of farms by promoting 

consolidation.
41

  However, real agricultural output, measured as national farm gross revenue, 

has increased by only 1.22 percent per annum for 1992-2009.  Furthermore, real prices of 

farm products and real net farm business income per farm household have decreased at an 

average rate of 1.9 and 3.9 percent per year, respectively, after URAA (1995-2009).
42

  

Annual income per farm household, including non-farm business income, was about 95 

percent of the urban household in 1995, but it has declined sharply to 60 percent in 2009 

(Korea National Statistics Office). 

The objective of this study is to examine how trade liberalization as part of the 

Uruguay Round Agreement on Agriculture has affected Korean agriculture.  In particular, I 

focus on the productivity effects of trade liberalization and its implications for farmers’ 

welfare in the context of declining real farm prices and diversification of food consumption 

away from staples.  For this purpose, I first derive measures of total factor productivity 

(TFP), which include technological change and technical efficiency, from the estimation of an 

aggregate production function of Korean agriculture with forty year time-series data (1970-

2009).  Then, I identify the productivity effect of agricultural trade openness, controlling for 

other technology-changing variables such as infrastructure, agricultural research and 

development, and extension (Capalbo and Antle 1988, Fulginiti and Perrin 1993, Gopinath 

and Roe 1997, Huffman and Evenson 2006, Huffman 2009, Evenson and Fuglie 2010, Rada, 

                                                           
40

 Labor productivity is the ratio of agricultural value added to agricultural labor hours. 

 
41

 Korean agriculture is largely based on family farming with small holdings.  In 2009, area of arable land per 

farm household is 1.45 ha (Appendix table 4.A.2). 

 
42

 Net farm business income equals farm gross receipts less farm expenses, i.e. net return from selling farm 

products. 
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Buccola, and Fuglie 2010, Kwon 2010).  Finally, I juxtapose productivity gains from 

agricultural trade liberalization with changes in real farm products’ price and net farm 

business income before and after URAA.  The results of our analysis has implications for 

consumers’ and agricultural producers’ welfare in Korea following trade liberalization. 

This study is organized as follows.  The next section reviews implementation of 

URAA, agricultural policy reforms, and changes in Korean farm economy after URAA.  The 

following section describes the empirical methods and data employed.  Then, results are 

discussed, and conclusions and policy implication are provided in the final section. 

4.2. Trade Liberalization and Korean Agriculture 

4.2.1. URAA Implementation and Agricultural Policy Reform 

The URAA has brought about significant changes in Korean agricultural policy.  Chief 

among the changes is the conversion of all import restrictions on agricultural products, except 

rice, into tariffs.  Since Korea is treated as a developing country in URAA, it has been 

required to reduce tariffs on agricultural products by 24 percent, on average, over ten years 

(1995-2004).
43

  In the case of rice, special treatment, i.e. minimum market access (MMA) 

provisions, has been imposed instead of the tariffication.
44

  As a consequence, imports of 

agricultural products have significantly increased from $6.9 billion to $14.2 billion for 1995-

2009 at an average rate of 5.3 percent per year (Appendix table 4.A.1).  Exports of 

agricultural products have also increased by 6.8 percent, on annual average, but its value 

                                                           
43

 Developed countries are required to reduce the tariffs on agricultural products by 36 percent, on average, for 

six years from 1995 to 2000 (The Legal Text, Uruguay Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations, World Trade 

Organization, 1994). 

 
44

 Rice is the most important crop in Korean agricultural sector.  About 47 percent of farm business income 

comes from rice farming in 2008.  Korea has been increasing rice imports via MMA from 1 percent in 1995 to 

4 percent in 2004, based on the average domestic consumption during 1988-1990.  Additional negotiation with 

WTO in 2004 has led Korea to increase the MMA from 4 percent in 2005 to 8 percent in 2014, based again on 

1988-1990 consumption.  In terms of implementation, MMA acts like an import quota, where an in-quota tariff 

of 5 percent is applied (Policy materials, Ministry for Food, Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries. Korea). 
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increased from $1.2 billion to $3.1 billion only during the same period.  Since imports 

dominate agricultural trade, the resulting trade deficit in the agricultural sector has widened 

from $5.7 billion to $11 billion during 1995-2009 (Korea Customs Service, Ministry for Food, 

Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, Government of Korea).  In the case of rice, Korea has 

considerably reduced domestic (price) support through a government purchase program, 

which accounted for about 90 percent of total Aggregate Measurement of Support (AMS).
45

  

The volume of government purchase has declined from 1.4 million ton in 1995 to 0.7 million 

ton in 2004, and the program, in operation for over fifty years, has been eliminated in 2005 

(Policy materials, Ministry for Food, Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, Government of 

Korea).
46

  Instead, a mixture policy of target price and direct payment program has been 

introduced to support farmers’ income since 2005.
47

  In general, Korean agricultural policy 

appears to have become more market-oriented following URAA. 

4.2.2. Changes in Korean Agriculture after URAA 

In 1992, with the Uruguay Round negotiations ongoing, the Korean government initiated a 

major effort to strengthen the competitiveness of the agricultural industry.  With an 

investment of 62 Korean trillion Won ($63 billion) during 1992-2002, Korea implemented 

several programs to consolidate farms and improve irrigation systems, farm mechanization, 

and the marketing system (Policy materials, Ministry for Food, Agriculture, Forestry and 

                                                           
45

 Total AMS is the sum of all domestic support provided to agricultural producers.  Domestic support 

provisions of the URAA include 20% (13.3%) reduction in the total AMS for developed (developing) countries 

for 1995-2000 (1995-2004) (The Legal Text, Uruguay Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations, World Trade 

Organization, 1994). 

 
46

 The price support program had been implemented by National Assembly’s approval of government’s 

purchase price and quantity each year. 

 
47

 The Korean government pays farmers a fixed (decoupled) direct payment based on 1998-2000 rice-

cultivation area regardless of market price changes.  If the market price falls below the target price, a variable 

direct payment is applicable.  In the latter case, government subsidizes as much as 85 percent of the difference 

between market and target prices, after subtracting from the target price the fixed direct payment on a per unit 

basis.  See Goodwin and Mishra (2006) for a definition of decoupled payments and their production effects. 
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Fisheries, Government of Korea).
48

  An additional investment of 119 Korean trillion Won 

($127.6 billion) for 2004-2013 has been made to foster agricultural competitiveness and 

stabilize farmers’ income (Policy materials, Ministry for Food, Agriculture, Forestry and 

Fisheries, Government of Korea).
49

   

The above investments and the implementation of URAA have led to considerable 

changes in Korean agriculture.  The first is the capital deepening of agriculture.  Farm 

capital stock, in current prices, has increased from 32 to 63 Korean trillion won ($32 to $63 

billion), while the potential farm labor force, i.e. farm population over 15 years old, has 

decreased from 4.2 to 2.9 million during 1995-2009 (Korea National Statistics Office).  

Along with a consolidation policy (direct payment to encourage retirement of aged farmers 

with small land holdings), directing farm credit to full-time and large-scale farmers has 

promoted reallocation of farm resources towards more competitive farmers.  Consequently, 

as shown in Appendix table 4.A.2, number of farm households with over 3 ha of land has 

increased from 69,000 in 1995 to 90,000 in 2009, accounting for 4.6 and 7.5 percent of total 

farm households in each year, respectively (Korea National Statistics Office).
50

 

Nominal farm gross revenue has risen by 2 percent per annum from 24 to 32 trillion 

Korean Won ($24 to $32 billion) during 1995-2009.  However, real farm gross revenue, 

deflated by the index of price received by farmers, has grown on average by only 0.5 percent 

per year (Appendix figure 4.A.1).  Furthermore, farm sector’s price parity representing its 

terms of trade, measured as the ratio of the index of price received by farmers to the index of 

price paid by farmers, has decreased from 130 in 1995 to 84 in 2009 (Appendix table 4.A.3).  

                                                           
48

 Average exchange rate for 1992-2002 (1,016 Korean Won per dollar) is used to convert Korean currency to 

US dollar.  

 
49

 Average exchange rate for 2004-2009 (1,072 Korean Won per dollar) is applied to convert Korean currency 

to US dollar. 

 
50

 In 2009, arable land area per farm household is 1.45 ha on average.  Thus, a household with over 3 ha of 

arable land is considered to be a large-scale farm. 
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The worsening of terms of trade is due to increases in real prices paid by farmers (1.24 

percent per annum for 1995-2009), while prices received by farmers in real terms fell by 1.88 

percent per year, on average.  In comparison, for 15 years before URAA, farm sector’s price 

parity remained almost unchanged from 128 in 1980 to 126 in 1994.  Real income per farm 

household, nominal income deflated by the 2005 consumer price index (CPI), has increased 

at an average rate of 8.6 percent per year before URAA (Appendix table 4.A.4).  However, 

after URAA, it has declined at an average rate of 1.8 percent per annum.  With little change 

in real non-farm business income, most of the post-URAA decline in real income arises from 

the farm business (Appendix figure 4.A.1).   

4.3. Empirical Methodology and Data 

4.3.1. Measurement of Total Factor Productivity (TFP) 

Consider real gross revenue of Korean agriculture (Yt, t=1,2,…,T) as a function of real capital 

stock (Kt), real farm production materials (Mt), and labor force (Lt) as:.  

(1)                        Yt = At · ft (Kt , Mt , Lt),  

where At is the Hicks-neutral technology, which represents an index of TFP.  Suppose that 

function ft (Kt , Mt , Lt) is Cobb-Douglas.  Then, equation (1) can be expressed in estimable 

form as follows: 

(2)                 ln Yt = α0t + α1 ln Kt + α2 ln Mt + α3 ln Lt ,  

where α0t = ln At, that is, the logarithm of TFP.  Subtracting lnLt from both sides of equation 

(2) yields: 

(3)              ln (Yt /Lt) = α0t + α1 ln(Kt /Lt) + α2 ln(Mt /Lt) + β lnLt ,  

where β = α1 + α2 + α3 – 1, indicating the extent of deviation from constant returns to scale 

(Harrigan 1999).  If β is greater (or less) than zero, the production function exhibits 

increasing (or decreasing) returns to scale.  I include a time trend in equation (3) to allow 
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technological change over time:  

(4)           ln (Yt /Lt) = b0 + b1·t + γ1 ln(Kt /Lt) + γ2 ln(Mt /Lt) + ρ lnLt + εt , 

where b0 + b1·t represents logarithmic index of time-varying TFP and εt is disturbance term. 

Thus, the logarithm of TFP at time t is obtained as: 

(5)             ln  t = ln (Yt /Lt) -   1 ln(Kt /Lt) -   2 ln(Mt /Lt) -    lnLt  

Productivity growth comprises of two mutually exclusive components, i.e. 

technological change (TC) and technical efficiency change (TEC).  The former entails a 

shift of the production possibility frontier (PPF) or changes to the potential output.  On the 

other hand, the latter indicates a movement toward or away from the PPF, namely changes to 

the gap between potential and actual outputs (Iyer, Rambaldi, and Tang 2008).  Thus, the 

productivity effects of trade openness on potential and the actual output changes may vary. 

However, the production function in equation (4) explains only TC, because production 

is assumed efficient over time so that ln  t in (5) is logarithm of the potential TFP.  So, I 

additionally estimate the production function by stochastic frontier model (SFM), introduced 

by Aigner, Lovell, and Schmidt (1977) and Meeusen and van den Broeck (1977), to measure 

both TC and TEC (Battese and Coelli 1995, Kumbhakar and Lovell 2000, Greene 2005).  

For this, disturbance term in (4) is divided into random error and random variable associated 

technical inefficiency as: 

(6)          ln (Yt /Lt) = c0 + c1·t + δ1 ln(Kt /Lt) + δ2 ln(Mt /Lt) + φlnLt + vt - ut , 

where vt is time-specific random error assumed iid and normal distribution with mean zero 

and variance ζ
2

v; and ut is non-negative random variable representing technical inefficiency 

term (ut = - ln(ξt), where ξt is the level of efficiency).
51

  The ut is assumed to have a half-

normal distribution with zero-mean and variance ζ
2

u. 

                                                           
51

 Kumbhakar and Lovell (2000) review stochastic frontier analysis in the context of estimating production and 

cost functions. 
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Similarly as in (5), c0 + c1·t - ut represents logarithmic index of time-varying TFP, i.e. 

actual output change over time given any level of inputs.  Thus, we have the logarithm of 

the actual TFP denoted by Zt, as: 

(7)             ln  t = ln (Yt /Lt) -   1 ln(Kt /Lt) -   2 ln(Mt /Lt) -   lnLt 

In this model, technical efficiency (TE) at time t is defined as: 

(8)                         TEt = exp (- ut) 

If ut = 0, i.e. technical inefficiency does not exist, then equation (6) is identical to (4), 

implying that productivity growth embodies TC only. 

     The source of the data for this analysis is Korea National Statistics Office.  

Agricultural gross revenue used as output is measured in Korean (million) Won and deflated 

by index of price received by farmers (2005=100), which comprises prices of most 

agricultural products.  For inputs, capital stock and farm production materials are measured 

in Korean (million) Won.  Capital includes land, facilities, machines, and animals used for 

the purpose of farming activities.  I use capital stock evaluated annually by government and 

deflate it by national Gross Fixed Capital Formation (2005=100).
52

  Farm production 

materials include fertilizers, pesticides, feeds, seeds, oil, and others, whose combined value is 

deflated by an index of price paid by farmers (2005=100).  For the labor input, I use the 

number of people, over 15 years old, in farms.  All the output and input variables are 

compiled for a forty-year period (1970-2009) from the Korea National Statistics Office.  

Table 4.1 presents summary statistics on output and input variables. 

4.3.2. Measuring Productivity Effects of Agricultural Trade Openness 

Following Amiti and Konings (2007), I specify that agricultural productivity is a function of 

agricultural trade openness (OPEN), agricultural research and extension (RAE), and other 

                                                           
52

 The Korea National Statistics Office computes capital by cumulating investments after depreciation for each 

component, except for land.  The capital stock series is available on an annual basis. 
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control variables possibly changing technology (CONTROLS) as follows: 

(9)         ln PRODt = β0 + β1 OPENt + β2 lnRAEt + β3 CONTROLSt + µ t. 

The productivity model in equation (9) is estimated for both the log of potential TFP (ln  t) 

and actual TFP (ln  t) obtained in equations (5) and (7), separately.  With the estimates of 

equation (9), I compare the productivity effect of trade openness for each fifteen year period 

before (1980-1994) and after the URAA (1995-2009). 

For trade openness, I use the widely employed measure, that is, imports plus exports 

relative to GDP (Coe and Helpman 1995, Ades and Glaeser 1999, Miller and Upadhyay 

2000).  To test the sensitivity of the results to the assumed trade openness variable, I create 

three measures of agricultural openness: agricultural trade (import and export), import, and 

export share of agricultural GDP.  Import share reflects competition between domestic and 

foreign agricultural commodities in the Korean market, while export share indicates 

competition in foreign markets.  Thus, trade share is global competition indicator for Korean 

agriculture in both domestic and foreign markets.  As depicted in figure 4.2, the agricultural 

trade share is dominated by import share and it has dramatically increased after URAA.  

The alternative openness indicators might differently affect agricultural productivity.  

Thus, I estimate the productivity effect model, i.e. equation (9), using each openness indicator 

to compare productivity effects: 

(10)         ln PRODt = β0 + β1 TRADEt + β2 lnRAEt + β3 CONTROLSt + µ t 

(11)         ln PRODt = β0 + β1 IMPORTt + β2 lnRAEt + β3 CONTROLSt + µ t 

(12)         ln PRODt = β0 + β1 EXPORTt + β2 lnRAEt + β3 CONTROLSt + µ t , 

where TRADE, IMPORT, and EXPORT are agricultural trade (import and export), import, 

and export share of agricultural GDP.  For convenience, parameters (β) and disturbance 

terms (µ t) have the same notation.  Agricultural import, export, and GDP are measured in 
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billions of Korean Won and obtained from Korea Customs Service, Korea National Statistics 

Office, and Ministry for Food, Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries of Korea.   

     Agricultural research and development and extension not only determine the 

technological progress but also adoption of available technologies by farmers (Capalbo and 

Antle 1988, Fulginiti and Perrin 1993, Gopinath and Roe 1997, Huffman and Evenson 2006, 

Evenson and Fuglie 2010, Huffman 2009, Rada, Buccola, and Fuglie 2010, Kwon 2010).  

For my purposes, I employ a joint research and extension variable (lnRAE), whose stock is 

measured similar to the capital input.  For instance, Huffman (2009) discusses alternative 

measures of research and development stock.  In this study, I employ a five-year inverted V 

lag structure to compute the RAE stock (Fulginiti and Perrin 1993).  That is, annual 

government expenditure (Exp) for agricultural research and extension is weighted to be 

increasing until the second lag and then decreasing as follows:  

(13)         RAEt = 
 

 
 Expt + 

 

 
 Expt-1 +

 

 
 Expt-2 + 

 

 
 Expt-3 + 

 

 
 Expt-4. 

The Exp in equation (13) is the annual budget for agricultural research and extension from the 

Rural Development Administration.  The data are obtained from the National Assembly of 

Korea and converted to real term by using the GDP deflator (2005=100). 

For control variables (CONTROLS), I include measures of crop disaster (DISAS) and 

infrastructure (INFRA), and the log of exchange rate (lnEXC).  The DISAS, measured as the 

ratio of land area damaged by crop diseases and unfavorable weather conditions to total 

cultivation area, is expected to negatively affect productivity.  Data on the DISAS variable 

are taken from the Ministry for Food, Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries of Korea.  County-

level road density, i.e. road length divided by county area, (km/km
2
) is used to denote INFRA, 

data for which are obtained from the Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs of 

Korea.  Higher road density would improve agricultural productivity, possibly through 

increased technical efficiency, because improved access to markets lowers farming cost 
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(Rada, Buccola, and Fuglie 2010).  In Korea, raw materials used in farm production are 

mostly imported, e.g. fertilizers and fuels.  Thus, the log of the exchange rate, EXC, (Korean 

Won / US Dollar) is anticipated to negatively affect agricultural productivity.  Data on EXC, 

measured as the annual average exchange rate, are obtained from the Bank of Korea.  Table 

4.1 presents summary statistics on independent variables used in the productivity model. 

4.3.3. Trade Openness and Farmers’ Welfare Before and After URAA 

My objective is to evaluate the productivity effect of openness before and after multilateral 

reforms (WTO).  For this purpose, I compute productivity elasticity with respect to trade 

openness (εPROD, OPEN) for two periods: 1980-1994 and 1995-2009, pre- and post-URAA, 

respectively.  The productivity elasticity with respect to openness is: 

(14)                     (εPROD, OPEN)t =   1 Χ OPENt , 

where   1=∂ ln PRODt  / ∂ OPENt, and OPENt represents TRADEt, IMPORTt, and EXPORTt 

in equations (10), (11), and (12), respectively.  Then, the mean of equation (14) and its 

standard deviation for the two periods are computed.  I then test the difference between the 

two means using a t-test under the null hypothesis of no difference.
53

  The alternative 

hypothesis is that mean elasticity after URAA is greater or less than that before URAA. 

Productivity growth implies an increase in output given any input level.  Thus, as 

agricultural productivity improves, domestic supply of agricultural commodity increases, 

which causes prices to fall given demand.  Thus, to gain insights on farmers’ welfare, I 

compare the magnitude of productivity growth induced by openness to changes in farm 

products’ price in pre- and post-URAA periods (Fulginiti and Perrin 1993, Gopinath and Roe 
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 and   , n, and S are mean of elasticity, number of sample, 

and standard deviation, respectively (Wackerly et al 1996). 
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1997).  For this purpose, I obtain productivity arising from openness in equation (8), holding 

other variables constant, as follows: 

(15)                    ln P   Dt =   o +   1 Χ OPENt , 

where OPENt represents TRADEt, IMPORTt, and EXPORTt in equations (10), (11), and (12), 

respectively.
54

  Then, the annual growth rate of the openness-induced productivity, 

computed based on P   Dt = exp (lnP   Dt), and rate of change in farm products’ price is 

compared for each period, i.e. before and after URAA, respectively.  I use the real index of 

price received by farmers, deflated by CPI (2005=100), to measure the rate of change in farm 

products’ price. 

4.4. Results and Discussion 

4.4.1. Productivity Growth of Korean agriculture 

In the estimation of equation (4) by OLS, I detected autocorrelation (ρ = 0.59 and Durbin-

Watson (D-W) statistic = 0.89).  I correct for autocorrelation by using the Prais-Winsten 

AR(1) estimator and the corrected D-W statistic is 1.78.  Results from using the Prais-

Winsten estimator are reported in table 4.2.  The coefficient on log of capital-labor ratio, 

ln(K/L), is significant at the one percent level and the output elasticity with respect to capital 

is 0.304.  Normalized materials’, ln(M/L), coefficient is also statistically significant at the 

five percent level and the implied elasticity of output with respect to farm production 

materials is 0.223.  I fail to reject constant returns to scale (CRS) in Korean agricultural 

production because the coefficient on lnL is not significant.  Technological progress is 

evident from the positive and significant coefficient on time trend (t).  The goodness of fit of 

the model is high (R
2
 = 0.99). 
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 Constant term indicates the level of the logarithm of productivity holding all the independent variables fixed 

to zero.  Thus, in order to measure the productivity level arising from openness, we include the constant term, 

along with partial effect of openness holding other variables fixed. 
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Similar results are obtained from estimation of the stochastic frontier model (table 4.2).  

Coefficients on both inputs (logs of capital-labor and materials-labor ratio) are significant at 

the one percent level.  Time trend takes a positive and significant coefficient at the five 

percent level.  The coefficient on lnL is not significant and thus, we again fail to reject the 

CRS technology assumption for Korean agriculture.  However, results from SFM estimation 

provide little statistical evidence of technical inefficiency.  If ζu, standard deviation of ut in 

equation (6), equals zero, then technical inefficiency does not exist.  As reported in table 4.2, 

ζu (0.002) is close to zero and from the one-sided generalized likelihood ratio (LR) test, the 

null hypothesis (ζ
2

u = 0) is not rejected (Gutierrez, Carter, and Drukker 2001).
55

   

Technical efficiency estimated by equation (8) is nearly one over the sample period, 

ranging from 0.998 (minimum) to 0.999 (maximum) with mean of 0.999.  Thus, in this 

sample, productivity growth of Korean agriculture has been led by technological progress 

rather than technical efficiency change.  I compute the potential and the actual TFP for each 

year by using equations (5) and (7) based on estimation of the AR(1) and the SFM models, 

respectively.  As depicted in figure 4.1, the difference between growth rates of the two TFPs 

is minimal.  For 1970-2009, the average growth rate of potential and actual TFP is 1.45 and 

1.47 percent per year, respectively.
56

  

4.4.2. Productivity Effects of Trade Openness and Other Technology-Changing Variables 

Table 4.3 reports productivity effects of agricultural trade openness, research and extension, 

and other control variables.  Recall that I specify three models based on alternative measures 

of openness, which are agricultural trade (import + export), import, and export share of 

                                                           
55

 Technical inefficiency term, ut, is an one-sided error from the production frontier in equation (6).  Since the 

LR test statistic in the model lies on the boundary of the parameter space of ζ
2

u , the standard LR test is not valid.  

Instead, an one-sided generalized LR test is conducted, based on the asymptotic distribution. 

 
56

 In the case of US agricultural sector, TFP grew at an average rate of 1.8 percent per year for 1948-2004 

(USDA 2007).   
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agricultural GDP as in equations (10), (11), and (12).  These models are fitted by OLS since 

I fail to reject the null hypothesis of no autocorrelation (ρ = 0) in all specifications.  

Autocorrelation coefficients, D-W statistics, and Durbin’s alternative test results (F-statistic) 

are reported at the bottom of table 4.3.  I also compare the productivity effects of openness 

using potential and actual TFP obtained from AR(1) and SFM models. 

As noted earlier, Korean agriculture has experienced substantial trade openness in 

recent decades.  Thus, as expected, coefficients on the openness variable in all six 

specifications are positive and statistically significant at least at the five percent level.  The 

coefficient on agricultural export share is relatively larger due to its small share in 

agricultural GDP (figure 4.2).  The microeconomic foundations for the positive effect of 

trade openness on productivity can be found in Melitz (2003).  Suppose Korean agriculture 

is characterized by heterogeneous farmers with productivity as the key source of differences.  

Then, trade openness forces the exit of least-productive farms (extensive margin) and 

reallocation of resources to high-productivity farmers (intensive margin).  The resulting 

churning of resources leads to higher average industry productivity in an open trade regime 

relative to autarky (Helpman 2006). 

Government expenditure on agricultural research and extension has increased on 

average by about 12 percent per year during 1980-2009 (National Assembly, Korea).  

Previous studies have found a dominant role for public research and extension in raising 

agricultural productivity (Gopinath and Roe 1999, Huffman and Evenson 2006, Huffman 

2009, Evenson and Huffman 2010, Kwon 2010).
57

  In Korean agriculture as well, research 

and extension (lnRAE) has a positive effect on productivity with statistical significance at 

least at the five percent level in all specifications (table 4.3).  Note that the relationship 
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 Kwon (2010) finds that the scale effect and R&D are the most important sources of productivity growth in 

Korean agricultural sector.  He observes that the change in agricultural R&D expenditure stock explains 26 

percent of the annual average growth rate of agricultural productivity for 1975-2007 in Korea. 
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between productivity and RAE is specified in log-log form, and hence, the coefficient on 

lnRAE indicates productivity elasticity with respect to research and extension.  Every one 

percent increase in the research and extension stock raises Korean agricultural productivity 

by around 0.1 percent in all specifications. 

The coefficient estimate on road density (INFRA) is positive and significant at the one 

percent level in all specifications (table 4.3).  This implies that higher road density makes 

access to both output and input markets easier, which should increase farm productivity.  

Other control variables, crop disaster (DISAS) and log of exchange rate (lnEXC), also take the 

expected negative signs.  Both variables show significantly negative effects on the 

productivity.  Raw materials used in farm production, pesticides, fertilizers, and machinery, 

and oil, are mostly imported and so, a depreciation of the Korean Won should raise prices of 

these intermediates and lower farm productivity.
58

  

4.4.3. Trade-Induced Productivity Growth and Farmers’ Welfare Before and After URAA 

Having identified productivity growth and its sources in Korean agriculture, I now offer some 

insights into farmer’s welfare before and after URAA.  For this purpose, I first compute 

productivity elasticity with respect to the openness (εPROD, OPEN) by using equation (14).  As 

noted earlier, I do not observe technical inefficiency in Korean agriculture during the sample 

period based on the estimated stochastic frontier model in equation (6).  Moreover, the 

estimation results for the productivity effect of trade openness do not differ between potential 

and actual TFP (table 4.3).  Hence, I only consider the potential TFP, assuming technical 

efficiency over time, for insights into farmers’ welfare. 

                                                           
58

 During the Korean financial crisis for 1997-1998, Korean currency depreciated from 951 Won to 1,399 Won 

per US dollar (Bank of Korea).  For that year, farm supplies component of index of price paid by farmers 

increased by approximately 20 percent (Korea National Statistics Office). 
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Table 4.4 shows that productivity elasticities with respect to trade (import + export) 

share are 0.058, 0.039, and 0.077 for the entire period (1980-2009), before (1980-1994), and 

after URAA (1995-2009), respectively.  Similarly, the corresponding elasticities with respect 

to import (export) share are 0.055 (0.065), 0.037 (0.045), and 0.073 (0.086) for each period, 

respectively.  Thus, the contribution of the openness to the productivity appears to be greater 

after than before URAA.  I further confirm this claim by testing the difference between 

mean elasticities before and after URAA.  Recall that the null hypothesis is no difference 

between the two means, and the alternative hypothesis is that the mean elasticity after the 

URAA is bigger or less than before URAA.  As table 4.4 shows, in all specifications, the 

null hypothesis is rejected at the one percent significance level by an upper-tail test (t-statistic 

= 4.74, 4.70, and 4.65, respectively).  Thus, the productivity effect of trade openness has 

increased following URAA. 

However, the gain from openness in the form of agricultural productivity growth 

should be contrasted with other key factors, e.g. price received, to draw inferences on farmers’ 

welfare.  For this purpose, I first compute openness-induced productivity growth in equation 

(15), holding other variables fixed.  The second and third columns in table 4.5 report the 

annual average growth rate of openness-induced productivity for each specification of the 

trade share.  Before URAA, the productivity fitted by trade, import, and export share of 

agricultural GDP has decreased at an average rate of 0.06, 0.08, and 0.20 percent per year, 

respectively.  In comparison, productivity increased by 0.73, 0.68, and 0.95 percent per 

annum, respectively, after URAA.  However, the real price of farm products, which declined 

on average by 0.13 percent per year until 1994, dramatically fell by an average 1.88 percent 

per year.  The larger decrease in price after URAA is partly offset by productivity gains from 

increased openness.  Nevertheless, consumers have greatly benefitted from trade openness 

relative to farmers.  In the United States, the fall in agricultural prices is often associated 
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with R&D induced productivity growth (Gopinath and Roe 1997, Huffman and Evenson 

2006, Huffman 2009).  Even when comparing entire TFP growth (1.45 percent per year) 

against the fall in prices, I find that consumers have significantly gained from productivity 

growth in Korean agriculture relative to farmers.  However, the TFP-price association is not 

a causal analysis.  Along with the productivity growth, increase in agricultural imports 

expands total supply of agricultural products in domestic markets.  Moreover, the decrease 

in consumption of domestic farm products could be another possible reason of the price fall.
59

  

Moreover, significant transfer payments have accrued to the agricultural sector since 1994 

(nearly US $181 billion).  Whether or not farmers have benefitted in the net, productivity 

growth induced by trade openness and R&D plus transfer payments less the effects of falling 

prices, remains an interesting question for future research. 

4.5. Summary and Conclusions 

In this study, I examine how trade openness has affected productivity and welfare in Korean 

agriculture.  My focus is on the effects of multilateral reform, i.e. the Uruguay Round 

Agreement of Agriculture, on agricultural growth and producers’ welfare, and gains to the 

broader economy, i.e. consumers.  

I first estimate an aggregate production function for Korean agriculture with forty year 

time series data for 1970-2009.  Two types of estimators are used to estimate the production 

function.  The first is the least squares approach, where production is assumed to be efficient 

over time.  The other approach is the stochastic frontier model, allowing for a 

decomposition of total factor productivity into technological change and technical efficiency 

change.  Both production functions suggest that Korean agriculture exhibits constant returns 
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 For example, rice consumption per capita has decreased from 106.5kg in 1995 to 75.8kg in 2008 (Korea 

National Statistics Office). 
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to scale during the past forty years.  However, I do not observe technical inefficiency from 

the stochastic frontier estimation and hence, productivity growth of Korean agriculture has 

been led by technological progress rather than technical efficiency change.  Agricultural 

productivity, estimated from the least-squares and stochastic frontier approaches, has grown 

at average rate of 1.45 and 1.47 percent per year, respectively, during 1970-2009. 

I then identify productivity effects of trade liberalization during 1980-2009, assuming 

that agricultural productivity is a function of its openness, research and extension, and other 

control variables.  The openness of the agricultural sector is captured by three alternative 

indicators, i.e. agricultural trade (import and export), import, and export share of agricultural 

GDP.   The finding that trade openness significantly improves productivity in Korean 

agriculture is robust across alternative specifications.  More importantly, the productivity 

elasticity with respect to openness is significantly larger after than before URAA.  I then 

compute the growth rate of productivity fitted only by the openness indicator, holding other 

variables constant.  The latter result shows that increased agricultural openness after URAA 

has brought about significant productivity growth in Korean agriculture.  However, real 

price of farm products has declined after URAA, while remaining almost stagnant before the 

multilateral reform.  A similar pattern is observed for real net farm business income per farm 

household.    

Put together, productivity growth from agricultural trade liberalization and farm 

product’s real price decline have greatly benefitted Korean consumers.  However, the net 

impact of agricultural trade liberalization on farmers’ welfare depends on weighing gains 

from productivity growth against real price decline in the presence of transfer payments 

(nearly $10 billion a year).  Such an evaluation in the aggregate and for individual 

agricultural commodities, in the context of diversification of food consumption away from 

staples, should be a topic for future research.  In the mean time, transfer payments to 
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revitalize losers from trade, e.g. investments in agricultural technology, infrastructure and 

marketing systems, and farmers’ income support, appear to be consistent with the political 

economy of trade policy. 
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Table 4.1. Descriptive Statistics on Variables Used in the Estimation of the Production 

Function and Productivity 

Variable Unit Mean Standard deviation 

Output (Y/1,000,000) Constant Won 24,445, 619 6,285,980 

Capital (K/1,000,000) Constant Won 40,112,209 15,045,879 

Labor (L/1,000) Number 5,572.89 2,089.12 

Material (M/1,000,000) Constant Won 6,898,111 3,317,606 

Trade share (TRADE) Index (0-1) 0.375 0.189 

Import share (IMPORT) Index (0-1) 0.312 0.159 

Export share (EXPORT) Index (0-1) 0.063 0.031 

Research and extension 

(RAE/1,000,000) 
Constant Won 170,421 113,878 

Infrastructure (INFRA) Index (0-1) 0.501 0.181 

Crop disaster (DISAS) Index (0-1) 0.082 0.083 

Exchange rate (EXC) Constant Won 927.33 218.68 

 

Source: Korea National Statistics Office, Ministry of Food, Agriculture, Forestry and Fishery of Korea, Bank of 

Korea, and Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs of Korea 

 

Note: The sample period for the production function estimation is 1970-2009, while that for productivity is 

1980-2009. 
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Table 4.2. Parameter Estimates of the Agricultural Production Function 

 

Variable Prais-Winsten AR(1) Stochastic Frontier 

ln(K/L) 0.3041 (0.1102) *** 0.3779 (0.0830) *** 

ln(M/L) 0.2232 (0.0843) ** 0.2131 (0.0572) *** 

lnL -0.1003 (0.1620) 0.0357 (0.1815) 

t (time trend) 0.0140 (0.0069) ** 0.0144 (0.0061) ** 

Constant 5.4135 (2.6830) * 2.7207 (3.1725) 

D-W (5, 40)  

statistic 
1)

 
1.778  

R
2
 0.9917  

ζv  0.0512 (0.0063) 

ζu  0.0019 (0.2024) 

λ= ζu / ζv  0.037 

LR test statistic  0.00 

 

Note: *, **, and *** indicate statistical significance at 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively; number in the 

parenthesis is standard error; ζv and ζu are standard deviations of the two error components, i.e. vt and ut, in 

equation (6).  The null hypothesis of the LR test in the stochastic frontier model is no technical inefficiency 

(ζ
2
u = 0) against the alternative hypothesis, ζ

2
u > 0.  The technical inefficiency term, ut, is an one-sided error 

from the production frontier in equation (6).  Since the LR test statistic in this model lies on the boundary of 

the parameter space of ζ
2

u , the standard LR test is not valid.  Instead, an one-sided generalized LR test is 

conducted, based on the asymptotic distribution (Gutierrez, Carter, and Drukker 2001); 1) indicates Durbin-

Watson statistic.  Dependent variable is log of output per labor. 
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Table 4.3. Productivity Effects of Openness and Other Technology-Changing Variables 

Variable 

Specification 1 

(Trade share) 

Specification 2 

(Import share) 

Specification 3 

(Export share) 

Potential 

TFP 

Actual  

TFP 

Potential 

TFP 

Actual  

TFP 

Potential 

TFP 

Actual  

TFP 

TRADE 
0.1535** 

(0.0692) 

0.1942** 

(0.0701) 
    

IMPORT   
0.1760** 

(0.0821) 

0.2244** 

(0.0832) 
  

EXPORT     
1.0358** 

(0.4216) 

1.2640*** 

(0.4280) 

lnRAE 
0.0933*** 

(0.0330) 

0.0915** 

(0.0334) 

0.0939*** 

(0.0333) 

0.0919** 

(0.0338) 

0.0953*** 

(0.0313) 

0.0958*** 

(0.0317) 

INFRA 
0.2698*** 

(0.0873) 

0.2636*** 

(0.0883) 

0.2667*** 

(0.0876) 

0.2604*** 

(0.0887) 

0.2775*** 

(0.0858) 

0.2695*** 

(0.0871) 

DISAS 
-0.3543*** 

(0.1089) 

-0.3442*** 

(0.1102) 

-0.3499*** 

(0.1095) 

-0.3386*** 

(0.1109) 

-0.3809*** 

(0.1072) 

-0.3768*** 

(0.1088) 

lnEXC 
-0.1499** 

(0.0690) 

-0.1465** 

(0.0698) 

-0.1459** 

(0.0694) 

-0.1414* 

(0.0703) 

-0.1737** 

(0.0682) 

-0.1756** 

(0.0693) 

Constant 
5.5308*** 

(0.3336) 

2.8317*** 

(0.3376) 

5.5006*** 

(0.3309) 

2.7966*** 

(0.3352) 

5.6597*** 

(0.3483) 

2.9727*** 

(0.3535) 

R
2
 0.8947 0.8970 0.8935 0.8957 0.8986 0.9002 

ρ 
1)

 0.2409 0.1764 0.2496 0.1821 0.2163 0.1660 

D-W (6,30) 

statistic 
2)

 
1.6268 1.7103 1.6169 1.7012 1.6664 1.7359 

F (1, 23) -

statistic 
3)

 
0.851 0.487 0.885 0.505 0.688 0.423 

 
Note: *, **, and *** indicate statistical significance at 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively; number in the 

parenthesis is the standard error; 1) and 2) indicate autocorrelation coefficient and Durbin-Watson statistic, 

respectively; 3) represents Durbin’s alternative test under the null hypothesis of no serial correlation. 
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Table 4.4. Productivity Elasticities With Respect to Trade Openness 

Variable 
Whole Period 

(1980-2009) 

Before URAA 

(1980-1994) 

After URAA 

(1995-2009) 

Difference Test 

(t-statistic) 

Specification 1 

(Trade share) 

0.0575 

(0.0289) 

0.0385 

(0.0076) 

0.0765 

(0.0301) 
4.74*** 

Specification 2 

(Import share) 

0.0549 

(0.0280) 

0.0366 

(0.0076) 

0.0731 

(0.0291) 
4.70*** 

Specification 3 

(Export share) 

0.0654 

(0.0317) 

0.0448 

(0.0086) 

0.0860 

(0.0332) 
4.65*** 

 

Note: Elasticity is the mean value and number in parenthesis is standard deviation; *** indicates that elasticity is 

larger after than before URAA at the 1% significance level.  
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Table 4.5. Openness-Induced Productivity Growth and Farm Products’ Price 

 

 
Annual growth rate of openness-

induced productivity 
1)

 
 

Annual growth rate of  

real farm products’ price 
2)

 
 

 Before URAA After URAA  Before URAA After URAA  

Specification 1 

(Trade share) 
 -0.08 0.73   -0.13  -1.88  

Specification 2 

(Import share) 
 -0.06 0.68   -0.13  -1.88  

Specification 3 

(Export share) 
 -0.20 0.95   -0.13  -1.88  

 

Note: 1) indicates total factor productivity fitted by openness indicator only, holding other variables constant; 2) 

represents the real index of price received by farmers, deflated by the consumer price index (2005=100). 
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Source: Authors’ computation 

 

Figure 4.1. Growth Rates of Potential and Actual Total Factor Productivity 
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Source: Bank of Korea, Korea Customs Service, and Ministry for Food, Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries of 

Korea 

 

Figure 4.2. Trade, Import and Export Share of Agricultural GDP, 1980-2009 
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Appendix 

 

Table 4.A.1.  International Trade in Korea (Selected years) 

Unit: billion US$ 

Year 

Total  Agricultural sector 

Export 

(A) 

Import 

(B) 

Balance 

(A-B) 
 

Export 

(C) 

Import 

(D) 

Balance 

(C-D) 

1970 0.8 2 -1.2  0.03 0.34 -0.31 

1975 5.1 7.3 -2.2  0.26 1.02 -0.76 

1980 17.5 22.3 -4.8  0.54 2.22 -1.68 

1985 30.3 31.1 -0.8  0.39 1.79 -1.40 

1990 65.0 69.8 -4.8  0.80 3.75 -2.95 

1994 96.0 102.3 -6.3  0.95 5.43 -4.48 

1995 125.1 135.1 -10.0  1.24 6.89 -5.65 

2000 172.3 160.5 11.8  1.28 6.78 -5.50 

2005 284.4 261.2 23.2  2.10 9.80 -7.70 

2009 363.5 323.1 40.4  3.10 14.2 -11.1 

 

Source: Korea Customs Service and Ministry of Food, Agriculture, Forestry and Fishery of Korea 

Note: Export and import values are on the basis of fob and cif, respectively. 
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Table 4.A.2. Number of Farm Households by Cultivation Area (Selected years) 
 

Year 

Number of farm households (thousand) Cultivation 

area per farm 

household (ha) Below 1.0ha 1.0-2.0ha 2.0-3.0ha Over 3.0ha Total 
1)

 

1992 965 (58.8) 477 (29.1) 124 (7.6) 53 (3.2) 1,641 1.26 

1995 865 (57.6) 418 (27.8) 123 (8.2) 69 (4.6) 1,501 1.32 

2000 819 (59.2) 352 (25.5) 114 (8.2) 85 (6.1) 1,383 1.37 

2005 788 (61.9) 281 (22.1) 93 (7.3) 94 (7.4) 1,273 1.43 

2009  770 (64.4)  239 (20.0) 82 (6.9) 90 (7.5) 1,195 1.45 

Annual 

Growth rate (%) 
 -0.83  -3.91 -2.85 1.92 -1.62 0.67 

 

Source: Korea National Statistics Office 

Note: Number in parenthesis is proportion (%) of farm households by cultivation area out of total farm 

households in each year; 1) includes farm households who do not own farm land. 
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Table 4.A.3. Rural Price Index and Farm Price Parity (Selected years) 

 
Index of price received  

by farmers (A) 
 

Index of price paid  

by farmers (B) 
 

Farm Price Parity 

(A / B) Χ 100 

 Nominal Real 
1)

  Nominal Real
 2)

  

1980 32.1 113.9  25.0 88.7  128.4 

1985 44.6 112.3  36.6 92.2  121.9 

1990 60.3 116.6  47.4 91.7  127.2 

1994 74.8 111.8  59.3 88.7  126.1 

1995 81.6 116.8  62.8 89.9  129.9 

2000 89.5 105.5  80.1 94.4  111.7 

2005 100.0 100.0  100.0 100.0  100.0 

2009 101.0 89.5  120.4 106.7  83.9 

Annual  

Growth rate 

(1980-1994) 

6.23 -0.13  6.36 -0.01  -0.13 

Annual 

Growth rate 

(1995-2009) 

1.54 -1.88  4.76 1.24  -3.08 

 

Source: Korea National Statistics Office 

Note: 1) and 2) are deflated by the consumer price index (2005=100) 
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Table 4.A.4. Income per Farm Household (Selected years) 

(Unit: thousand Korean Won) 

 
Net farm business  

income (A) 
 

Non-farm business 

income (B) 
 

Income per farm 

household (C=A+B) 

 Nominal Real
 1)

  Nominal Real
 2)

  Nominal Real
 3)

 

1980 1,755 6,228  938 3,330  2,693 9,559 

1985 3,699 9,313  2,037 5,130  5,736 14,443 

1990 6,264 12,113  4,762 9,209  11,026 21,322 

1994 10,325 15,439  9,991 14,939  20,316 30,378 

1995 10,469 14,983  11,334 16,220  21,803 31,203 

2000 10,897 12,840  12,175 14,346  23,072 27,187 

2005 11,815 11,815  13,962 13,962  25,777 25,777 

2009 9,698 8,598  17,609 15,611  27,307 24,208 

Annual 

Growth rate 

(1980-1994) 

13.49 6.70  18.41 11.32  15.53 8.61 

Annual 

Growth rate 

(1995-2009) 

-0.54 -3.89  3.20 -0.27  1.62 -1.80 

 

Source: Korea National Statistics Office 

Note: 1), 2), and 3) are deflated by the consumer price index (2005=100) 
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Source: Korea National Statistics Office 

 

Figure 4.A.1. Widening Gap between Agricultural Revenue and Net Farm Income 
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